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ABSTRACT
We have studied several metamaterials structures with multiple layers by explaining them
theoretically and verifying experimentally. The engineered structures we have designed work
either as a perfect absorber or antireflection coating. The multilayer model as we call it Three
Layer Model (TLM) has been developed, which gives the total reflection and transmission as a
function of reflection and transmission of individual layers. By manipulating the amplitude and
phase of the reflection and the transmission of the individual layers, we can get the required
functionality of the optoelectronic devices. To get zero reflection in the both perfect absorber and
the antireflection coating, the amplitude and phase conditions should be satisfied simultaneously.
We have employed the numerical simulation of the structures to verify those conditions for all of
the work presented here. As the theoretical retrieval method to extract the effective permittivity
and effective permeability of the metamaterial contains air on the both side of the structure, we
have dielectric at least on one side practically, that gives a little bit deviated result. We have
modified the retrieval method to better fit with the multilayer structure by introducing air on the
both side of the resonator using transfer matrix method and use it throughout all the works.
We have explained the perfect absorption of the EM wave through Fabry-Perot cavity bounded
by the resonator mirror and the metallic film. The metallic film acts as the close boundary
whereas the resonator acts as the quasi-open boundary with very high effective permittivity,
which leads to the characteristic feature of subwavelength thickness. We have shown
numerically that the ultra-thin thickness makes the perfect absorber angular independent. We
have also explained the phenomenon of perfect absorption through Impedance Matched Theory
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and Transmission Line Theory, and showed their matching with TLM. We have also developed
the Meta Film Model by considering the resonator as a homogeneous thin film characterized by
the effective permittivity and permeability giving rise to the same behavior as the original
multilayer structure. We have shown that the resonance of the metamaterial resonator is very far
from the resonance of the absorber, it behaves as the medium of high refractive index and very
low loss. We have also shown that the density of states of the absorber is increased as compared
to the resonator itself. We have investigated that the resonance peaks of the absorber arise from
the combination of Fabry- Perot cavity modes and surface plasmon resonance modes. All the
modes with increased spacer thickness are assigned with specific names describing the mode
profiles. We have shown the application of perfect absorber as a refractive index sensor. It is
used as a plasmonic sensor to detect the refractive index change of the chemical and biological
samples. To increase the sensitivity, we have etched the dielectric spacer below the resonator,
where electric field is localized and enhanced. We have found that the sensitivity (wavelength
shift per refractive index change) and the Figure of Merit (FOM*) as an indicator of performance
of the device both are enhanced significantly.
We have employed metamaterial (MM) anti-reflection (AR) coating to avoid the shortcomings of
the conventional thin film coating in three different cases of the structures. At first, we have
deployed metamaterial Metal Disk Array (MDA) on the top of conventional coating material
(BCB) with homogeneous substrate to enhance the transmission of EM wave. Then conventional
AR coating is employed to the dispersive media (metal Hole Array) to enhance the transmission.
We have shown that Impedance matched condition has been satisfied not only for homogeneous
media, but for dispersive media also. At the end, we have employed the MM AR coating to the
MM dispersive media (MHA). The two MM layers may interact with each other and may
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degrade the SPP wave of the MHA, which is essential to enhance the performance of the devices.
To investigate the effect of interaction, we perform the simulation of the MDA, which shows that
the resonance of the MDA is far from the antireflection resonance and hence the electric field of
the SPP is significantly increased (~30%). With an improved retrieval method, the metasurface
is proved to exhibit a high effective permittivity (
(

~30) and extremely low loss

~0.005). For all of the three AR structures, a classical thin film AR coating mechanism is

identified through analytical derivations and numerical simulations. The properly designed
and

of the meta surface lead to the required phase and amplitude conditions for the AR

coating, thereby paving the way for the improved performance of the optoelectronic devices.
We have used MHA as a dispersive media to get extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). To
understand the behavior of the SPP peaks, we have investigated the shifting and splitting of the
spoof SPP resonance by varying the polar angle and azimuthal angle. The amplitude of
extraordinary optical transmission also shows angle dependence and exhibits mirror-image or
translational symmetries. Our measurements and simulations of the THz spoof SPP waves match
very well with the theoretical predictions. The angle dependence results provide the important
information for designing THz plasmonic devices in sensor and detector applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO METAMATERIALS: PERFECT ABSORPTION AND
ANTIREFLECTION COATING

1.1 Metamaterials
Electromagnetic metamaterials (MMs) are man-made, they are also typically periodicallyarranged metallic resonant structures with unit cell size (P) much smaller than the EM
wavelength (λ) [1-4]. When P<λ, MMs behave as homogeneous media with effective electric
permittivity (ε) and effective magnetic permeability (μ). With appropriately engineered ε and μ
values, MMs can realize fascinating EM properties that do not exist in nature, such as a negative
refractive index [5, 6], diffraction-unlimited optical imaging [7, 8], quantum levitation [9], and
EM invisibility cloaking [10, 11]. The unique EM properties of MMs have inspired applications
including high resolution photolithography [12], compact antennas [13], THz [14] and infrared
[15] sensors, high frequency magnetism [16], analog signal processing [17], perfect absorbers
[18, 19], and polarizers [20, 21]. Since first proposed by Pendry [22, 23], MMs have been
demonstrated in a wide range of EM spectrum from radio [24], microwave [25, 26], terahertz
(THz) [27], up to infrared [16, 28-32] and optical frequencies [33]. MMs have been regarded as
one of the most important breakthroughs in optics and electromagnetics in the past decade [34].
MMs related to quantum optics (single photon devices), nonlinear optics, optical magnetism, and
semiconductor optics (efficient solar cells and light emitting devices) are surging research areas
in this field.
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1.1.1 Development of Metamaterial Concept
Although the foundation of metamaterial research begin early, Veselago in 1968 has published
his work [35] that made theoretical breakthrough on metamaterial by introducing hypothetical
Left handed materials(LHMs) having negative refractive index(NIMs),

√

with

simultaneously negative values of permittivity( ) and magnetic permeability( ) over a same
wavelength range. To investigate the existence of LHMs electromagnetically, the source free
Maxwell’s equations in an isotropic medium can be written as:

(1.1)
with
(1.2)
For a plane wave in which all fields are proportional to

, the equations (1.1) and (1.2)

are reduced to

(1.3)
Equation (1.3) shows that the Electric field (
form right handed triplets of vectors when
both

0,

Poynting vector,

), Magnetic field (
0,

) and Wave vector (

)

0 and left handed system for NIMs when

0.
is defined as the energy flux and gives the direction of energy flow.

It always forms a right handed coordinate system with
2

and

, whatever be the sign of

and .

Since

is right han
nded in norm
mal material,, Poynting vvector ( ) annd wave vecttor ( ) are iin the

same direection. But

is left han
nded in LHM
Ms, the Poynnting vector ( ) and wavve vector ( ) are

in the op
pposite direction. Figure (1.1) showss the directioons of ,

,

and

inn both RHMs and

LHMs.

Figure 1.1 (a) RHMs: Vectors , , and
fo
orm right hannded vector systems. Waave vector ( ) and
b) LHMs: Veectors , , and
form left handed vvector
poynting vector ( ) are in the samee direction. (b
W
vector ( ) and poyn
nting vector ( ) are in the oopposite direcction.
systems. Wave

Another basic difference betweeen RHMs an
nd LHMs iss the relativee direction oof Phase vellocity
and group velocity. Phase
P
velocitty ( ) and group
g
velociity ( ) are ddefined as:

| |

where

| |

and

|

|

,

is the unit vector along
a
k direction. From
m dispersion relation,

(1.4)

| | ,

can

be deriveed as:
,
where

1

has the sam
me sign as . From the aabove relatioons, one cann infer that pphase

w
vectorr
velocity always acts along the wave
refractivee index (

(1.5)

whereass group veloocity dependds on the siggn of

) of the med
dium. For RH
HMs,
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is ppositive thereeby making phase and ggroup

velocity in the same direction. But for LHMs,

is negative that makes the group velocity in the

opposite direction to the phase velocity.
The application of Snell’s law for NIMs brings about the propagation of the light in opposite side
of the Normal [36]. This amazing property of material was ignored by the scientific community
for about 35 years due to unavailability of material with negative
possibility of creating artificial magnetism with negative

until Pendry suggested the

using structure called Splitting Ring

Resonator(SRR) in 1999 [37] followed by theoretical and experimental demonstrations of NIMs
by Smith in 2000 and 2001 [5, 6].
1.1.2 Classification of Materials
For an isotropic medium of permittivity ( ) and permeability ( ), dispersion relation can be
written as:
(1.6)
Depending on the signs of
medium. If

∙

0,

and
√

, the wave can propagate or decay exponentially in the

, then the wave propagates. If

∙

0,

|

the wave decays exponentially into the medium. Figure (1.2) shows the plane of
summarizes their possible combination in four quadrants. In I quadrant,
positive; therefore

and

and

| , then

and

and

are both

are real numbers. Hence, wave propagates through the medium.

Majority of the dielectrics belongs to this group. In the II quadrant, is negative thereby creating
imaginary

and

and hence the wave decays exponentially. Metals and ionized gas have

negative

below the plasma frequency, so they belong to this group. Some ferrites can have

negative

near the resonance, so they belong to IV quadrant and wave decays exponentially in

those media. The III quadrant belongs to the material which have both
4

and

negative. They

can’t be found in natture. But reccently, those types of maaterials are pproposed theeoretically [66, 38]
and realizzed experim
mentally [5] and
a opens up
p the road to a new classs of materialss called LHM
Ms as
a branch of metamateerials.

Figure 1.2
2 Schematic of
o and coo
ordinate systeem. In I and IIII quadrants, wave propaggates due to thhe real
value of refractive
r
ind
dex ( ) wherreas wave deccays exponenntially in the II and IV quuadrants due to the
imaginary
y value of .

1.1.3 Rea
alization of LHMs
Even if scientists
s
exp
plained the possibility
p
off getting LH
HMS theoretiically long aago, they couuldn’t
be experimentally reealized for a long time due
d to the laack of technnique on how
w to get neggative
vity ( ) and negative permeability ( ), at the deesired frequeency range. IIn 1996, Sirr J. B.
permittiv
Pendry reported thatt negative peermittivity ( ) can be tuuned with thhe continuouus wire arrayy [38]
below the plasma freequency and in 1999, he reported thaat negative ppermeabilityy ( ) can be ttuned
5

with Split ring resonators (SRRs) [39]. By designing the composites of the SRRs and wires
together, negative refractive index ( ) can be realized.
Metals can be described by the Drude model of dielectric constant, modelled as free quasi
electrons given by
1

where

is the damping frequency,

(1.7)

is the concentration of free electrons (number of electrons

per unit volume) and m is the effective mass of electron.

is the plasma frequency defined by

=

(1.8)

It is obvious from the above relation that negative permittivity
below the plasma frequency (
(Au) has

= 13700 THz and

can be obtained from metals

). Plasma frequency is very high in metals. For example, gold
= 40.5 THz. As a result, absolute value of

is too large to

apply for LHMs in the applicable frequency range from microwave to optical. So to bring the
value of

down in the applicable range (

1 , one has to decrease the

by decreasing the

concentration of free electrons ( ). Pendry proposed to use wire array to achieve low
be tuned by changing its geometrical parameters [38].
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that can

Figure 1.3
3 (a) Continu
uous metallic wires arrays with diameteer d and sepaaration betweeen the wires . (b)
Real part (Green line) and imaginarry part (blue dotted
d
line) oof permittivityy ( ) as a funcction of frequuency.
Real part has a small an
nd negative value
v
below th
he plasma freequency.

As shown
n in figure 1.3(a),
1
period
dically arran
nged infinitelly long wirees with diam
meter, d, and w
wires
separatio
on, a, are used
u
to form
m wire arrray structurees. Figure 1.3(b) show
ws that effeective
permittiv
vity of the wire
w arrays is
i similar to the bulk m
metal except the lower pplasma frequuency
(

) and
d lower perm
mittivity ( ). The mechan
nism of the decreased pplasma frequuency of thee wire

arrays caan be explaained by tw
wo parameteers. One is the effectivve electron density,
/

, which is diluted
d
due to
t the large volume occuupied by thee unit cell ass compared tto the

volume occupied by
y the wire itself. Otheer parameterr is the efffective masss (

) thhat is

increased
d by the selff-inductance of the wiress by slowingg down the m
motion of eleectrons. Thee selfinductancce is related to the magn
netic energy, which is prroportional tto ln ( /r). Combining those
two param
meters, plasm
ma frequenccy can be wrritten as:
(1.9)
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Since thee plasma freq
quency depeends only on
n the two vallues, lattice cconstant (a) and the radiius of
the wiress (r), by conttrolling the parameters
p
, and r, plassma frequenccy and hencee permittivitty can
be contro
olled.
Negativee refractive index materrials cannott be realizedd until one has to findd the way too get
negative permeability
y at the desired frequenccy, since theey do not exiist in nature. In 1999, Peendry
proposed
d a design caalled split ring resonatorrs (SRRs) w
which producce negative permeabilityy at a
narrow frequency
f
range
r
with certain polarization off EM wavee. Figure 1.4(a) showss the
periodicaally arranged
d double sp
plit ring reso
onators (SR
RRs) made oof metal(coppper, gold) with
lattice co
onstant a. When
W
magnettic field ( ) is applied pperpendicular to the plaane of the S
SRRs,
electric currents
c
are induced in the both ou
uter and inneer rings duee to the alteernating maggnetic
field. Ch
harges are acccumulated at
a the gap off both the rinngs. Each off the SRR accts as RLC sseries
circuit, with inducttance (L) of the ring
g and capaacitance (C
C) between the two rrings.

Figure 1.4
4 (a) Split rin
ng resonatorss (SRRs) arraay with latticce constant a.. Magnetic fiield ( ) is appplied
perpendiccular to the plane
p
of SRR
Rs. (b) Real (blue line) aand imaginarry (brown dootted line) part of
effective permeability
p
( ) as a funcction of frequeency.
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In figuree 1.4(b), verrtical red do
otted line rep
presents thee resonant frrequency off the resonattor at
which the real and im
maginary paarts of the peermeability hhave highly dispersive m
magnitude. IIn the
narrow frrequency ran
nge above th
he resonant frequency,
f
thhe real part oof permeabillity is negativve.
After fin
nding the way
w to creatte both perm
mittivity annd permeability negativve in the deesired
frequency
y range, sciientists starteed to work on composiites combiniing both thee wire arrayss and
SRRs together to acchieve negattive refractiive index, aassuming thaat the two sstructures doo not
interact with
w each otther. In 2000, Smith et al. demonsttrated negattive refractivve index maaterial
experimeentally by designing
d
th
he structuree as shown in figure 1.5(a). Theey measuredd the
transmisssion of wiree alone, SRR
Rs alone an
nd the compposites of w
wires and SR
RR separateely as
shown in
n figure 1.5(b
b). Transmisssion of wiree alone coinccides with thhe noise leveel at -52dBm
m and
transmisssion of SRRs has a stop band in betw
ween the twoo vertical redd dotted linees.

Figure 1.5 (a) The Composite
C
off LHMs conssisting of thhin wires andd split ring rresonators (S
SRRs)
employed
d by Smith et al. (b) The Trransmission coefficient
c
off thin wires onnly (blue line), SRR only ((black
line) and the composite of thin wiree and SRRs (black dotted line).SRR haas stop band iin between thhe two
red dotted
d lines. When thin wire is combined
c
to the
t SRR, passs band appearrs.

As soon as the SRR is combined
d with the wiires, the stopp band is connverted intoo the pass baand as
representted by the bllack dotted line.
l
This ev
vidence provved that the ppermittivity and permeaability
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of the composite are both negative in this region, thereby creating LHMs and hence the wave
propagates through it.
1.1.4 Effective Medium Theory
As we discuss that wires can possess negative permittivity, SRR can possess negative
permeability and the composites of wire and SRR can possess negative refractive index, one
question arises that can these structures produce the medium of those values. To understand this
question, we need to understand the concept of permittivity and permeability. The permittivity
and permeability are defined originally to represent the homogeneous view of the
electromagnetic properties of the medium, which are derived from the macroscopic electric and
magnetic properties of the materials (Polarization and magnetization). The polarization and
magnetization are the average behavior of electrons and atoms under the external electric and
magnetic fields of EM wave. In this regard, normal materials are also the composites with
electrons and atoms as the individual ingredients. Here, one important thing to consider is that
size of the ingredients (electrons and atoms) is very small as compared to the wavelength of the
incident wave.
If we apply this concept to the periodic array of unit cells with size a, metamaterial can be
considered as a homogeneous medium. Effective response of the unit cell as a whole gives the
total electromagnetic properties of the structure. The restriction to consider the medium as a
homogeneous is that the unit cell size,

≪ . If the structure obeys this condition, the incident

EM wave does not recognize the fine detail of the structure and considers it as a homogeneous
medium. Hence, considering effective permittivity and effective permeability of the metamaterial
is a reasonable concept.
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1.2 Surface Plasmon Resonance
Most of the metamaterial structure consists of thin metallic part combined with the dielectrics.
The incident light excites the electrons on the metal surface. The collective oscillation of
conduction electrons on metal surface when interacting with the incoming electromagnetic wave
is called Surface Plasmon. Copper is generally used in the microwave regime because it is the
standard material for PCB fabrication. Gold and silver are preferred in the infrared regime. Gold
is stable against environmental degradation such as Oxidation and easy for nano- fabrication.
However, Silver is preferable in the visible regime due to its lower loss than any other metal at
that frequency. There are two types of Surface Plasmon; Localized surface Plasmon (LSPR) and
Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP). LSPR are non-propagative excitations in nature and confined
to nanostructure smaller than the wavelength of light used to excite the plasmon. As a result of
LSPR, local electric field is greatly enhanced around the vicinity of the structure and decays
quickly exponentially. Due to this property, LSPR has been emerged as a very powerful
technique in many fields of research from life science to environmental safety enabling high
sensitivity, label free detection, electrochemical analysis, food safety etc. This technique is easy
to perform and cost effective. Examples of nanostructures producing LSPR consist of circular
elliptical and rectangular disk, single wire, cross wires, SRR, fishnet structure, etc. The Physics
behind the resonance in the straight wire is the dipole resonance by accumulating oscillating
positive and negative charges at the two edge of the wire. Since, electric field

, it has

highest value at the edge of the wire along the electric field and minimum at the center. Since,
current

, it is maximum at the center and minimum at the edge. The resonance

wavelength at which current is maximum is given by

/

2 / , where

and

are

the resonant wavelength in the air and the substrate respectively. The metallic disks can also be
11

considereed as the wirre that produ
uce electric resonance
r
annd follow thee same Physsics. As desccribed
before, SRR
S
produces resonancce due to th
he varying m
magnetic fieeld which accts as LC ccircuit
producin
ng the circulaar current

+
+

(c) MHA

(b) SRR

(a) Wire
e

‐
‐

Dipole mo
oment, P = q.
Figure 1.6
6 Schematic view
v
of (a) Diipole resonan
nce of metallicc wire (b) Spllit ring resonaator (SRR) annd
(c) Metal Hole Arrays (MHA).

Surface Pasmon Po
olaritons (SP
PP) are thee electromaagnetic exciitations proppagating onn the
d
meedia due to tthe couplingg of incidentt electromaggnetic
interface separating metal and dielectric
wave witth the oscillaation of electtrons. Unlike LSPR, SPP
P are the proopagating suurface wavess. The
importan
nt characteriistics of thee SPP are that
t
its Z-coomponent oof electric ffield (

) deecays

exponenttially away from
f
the meetal. SPP are realized expperimentallyy by creatingg sub-waveleength
periodic nano-holes on the metaal surface ov
ver the substtrate as show
wn in figuree 1.6(c). SPP
P has
ge of applicaations includ
ding extraord
dinary optic al transmisssion [40], meerging electrronics
huge rang
and photo
onics [41] Bio
B sensing [4
42] etc.
SPP wav
ve on MHA can be descrribed by mom
mentum mattching condiition [43] as shown below
w
||

where,

=

is the wav
ve vector inccident at azim
muthal anglee ,

,
and

((1.10)

are the B
Bragg’s recipprocal

vectors associated
a
with the x and
d Y direction
ns, i and j arre the integeers indicatingg the order oof the
scattering
g events thatt couples inccident light.
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1.3 Modelling and Simulation of Metamaterials
Computational work is necessary in the field of metamaterials before experimental work. Since
solving Maxwell’s equation analytically is very difficult for composite irregular structures, they
are generally solved by using numerical techniques. We use commercially available software
called Computer Simulation technology Microwave Studio (CST MSW) that works on the
principle of Finite integration technique (FIT) to design the metamaterial structure and retrieve
scattering parameters(S-parameters), fields, currents etc. From the S-parameters, it is possible to
retrieve reflectance, transmittance, permittivity, permeability etc. CST has several solvers
including time and frequency domain that are applied according to the requirement needed. For
example, T-solver takes less memory than f-solver whereas f- domain gives better accuracy than
t-domain. Several boundary conditions are available in CST including PEC/PMC and periodic. If
we need to show the angular dependence of the light, unit cell boundary (periodic boundary) is
preferred. CST gives the freedom to choose the material from its library, define ourselves by
either conductivity or constant permittivity and insert user friendly dispersive permittivity. Hence
CST has provided freedom to design a wide variety of materials.

1.4 Antireflection Coating
When electromagnetic waves encounter the interface between two media with different
refractive indices, the energy of incident light is partially reflected while the rest propagates into
the second medium. The undesired reflection can severely limit the performance of modern
optoelectronic devices, such as photovoltaics cells, light-emitting diodes, and infrared detectors,
etc. Extensive efforts have been made to develop antireflection (AR) techniques to reduce the
amount of reflective losses. Conventionally, a layer of quarter-wavelength-thick (

/4 )

dielectric coating has been used to suppress the reflection at certain wavelength owing to the
13

destructiv
ve interferen
nce as shown
n in figure 1.7, where
and

is the wavellength in thee coating maaterial

is the thicknesss of the coaating materiaal. Here the w
waves refleccted from thhe top surface and

t top surfaace after trav
velling throuugh the film have the phhase differennce of
transmittted through the
.

Figure 1.7
7 Schematic diagram
d
of An
ntireflection showing
s
destrructive interfeerences.

To comp
pletely elimiinate the refflection, the dielectric ccoating has to satisfy thhe AR conddition,
and
and

, where

are
a permittiv
vities, and

,
,

and

annd

are the im
mpedances,

,

are perm
meabilities oof the backkground matterial,

coating material
m
and substrate, respectively. Generally, tthe background materiaal is air for w
which
relative impedance,

1, thee AR condiition can bee simplifiedd as

. Most oof the

dielectricc materials found on nature
n
havee relative permeability equal to 11. Thereforee AR
condition
n

can
c be writteen in terms of
o refractive index as

. How
wever, due tto the

lack of coating
c
material with accurate
a
imp
pedance at w
wavelengthss of practicaal applicatioons, a
perfect elimination
e
of
o reflection
n is usually unachievablle. Metamatterials (MMs) are artificcially
structured materials that
t
providee the tunablee effective peermittivity aand effectivee permeabiliity by
varying their geomeetric design
n, thereby capable
c
of achieving thhe requiredd AR impeddance
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matching conditions. Recent progress in MMs has demonstrated AR coating on non-dispersive
semiconductor surfaces [44-46]. It has been shown that a metallic-resonator/dielectric/metallicmesh sandwich-type MM can be used as AR coating on a gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrate
[44]. In this work, destructive interference of light reflected by two metallic structure layers
eliminates the overall reflection within certain wavelength range in the THz regime. A more
recent work has demonstrated that an array of metallic nanoantenna buried between an
amorphous silicon (-Si) film and crystalline silicon substrate can effectively reduce the
reflection between air and silicon substrate [45]. An array of metallic cross-wires on top of a low
refractive index magnesium fluoride (MgF2) dielectric film can also dramatically reduce the
reflection from germanium (Ge) substrate [46]. In these reports, MM based AR coatings were
applied to homogenous material (GaAs, Si or Ge) with nearly constant impedance. However, it
has not been clarified to date whether the MM based AR coating can be applicable to the
resonant metallic structures fabricated on substrate and by extension, integrated with
optoelectronic devices [47-50]. MMs are typically made from metallic resonators. Accordingly,
MM based AR coating may cause the AR impedance matching to malfunction due to unwanted
resonance coupling [51] with metallic structures underneath. In addition, the expected
functionality resulting from metallic structures on substrate or devices (e.g. extraordinary optical
transmission (EOT), improved device performance) may be affected.
One example of metallic structures integrated with substrate or optoelectronic devices [47-50] is
a metallic hole array (MHA) which exhibits strong surface plasmon polarition (SPP) resonances.
SPPs are the collective oscillations of electron plasma in the metallic structure excited by
electromagnetic (EM) radiation [52]. The SPP resonances occurring on various types of periodic
arrays of subwavelength holes in the metallic film lead to EOT[40]. At the resonance
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wavelengths, SPPs help to concentrate light into subwavelength scale beyond the diffraction
limit and also assist in significantly enhancing the EM field. These characteristic features have
been utilized in many applications including surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy[53], bio- or
chemical-sensors [54], photonic circuits [41, 55] and photovoltaic devices [56]. In particular, for
the metallic hole array (MHA) structure on a dielectric substrate, when the wave vector of the
normally incident light matches the reciprocal lattice of the array, strong SPP resonances occur
and produce evanescent waves that tunnel through subwavelength apertures, resulting in
extraordinary transmission of light on the other side [40, 57]. However, not all incident light
contribute to the SPP resonances due to the impedance mismatch at the air-MHA interface (i.e. a
part of incident light can be reflected). It has been recently demonstrated that a thin dielectric
film used as an AR coating can effectively improve the transmission through the MHA at the
resonant wavelengths [58]. However, the resonance wavelength is tunable with MHA geometry
(e.g. periodicity or aperture size), so it is impossible to find a common material with appropriate
impedance that matches the AR condition,

, for different wavelengths in various

applications. Furthermore, the effective impedance of the MHA,

, exhibits strong dispersion

around the SPP resonance wavelength. As previously stated, MM based AR coating can provide
great flexibility to solve these challenges, but the resonance of the MM may be able to generate
the interaction with the SPP resonance of MHA, leading to the shift of SPP resonance
wavelength and damping or degradation of surface wave [51].

1.5 Perfect Absorber
Recently, the metamaterial perfect absorber (MPA) consisting of a few-layer metasurfaces has
attracted tremendous interest. The MPA is a recently developed branch of metamaterial which
exhibits nearly unity absorption within a narrow frequency range [59-64]. The MPA possesses
16

characteristic features of angular-independence, high Q-factor and strong field localization that
have inspired a wide range of applications including electromagnetic (EM) wave absorption [61,
65, 66], spatial [64] and spectral [63] modulation of light [67], selective thermal emission [67],
thermal detection [68] and refractive index sensing for gas [69] and liquid [70-72] targets. The
MPA is typically made of three layers. The first layer is composed of periodically arranged
metallic resonators layer, e.g. cross-type resonators [15, 67], split-ring resonators [61] or metallic
nanoparticles [73]. The parameters of the resonator should be very carefully designed to avoid
the reflection, fulfilling the impedance matching condition required for perfect absorption. The
second layer is the subwavelength-thick dielectric film (spacer) which provides the space for the
electromagnetic wave to dissipate and also makes the cavity to prolong the time for multiple
reflection of the EM wave. The third layer is a highly reflective layer, e.g. metallic film [15, 61,
67, 73] or metallic mesh grid [61] which blocks the remaining EM wave to pass through. The
impedance matching between MPA and free space, and high attenuation inside the MPA result in
the perfect absorption [61]. The mechanism of MPA has been explained through a number of
models including impedance matching [61, 65, 74] and destructive interference [75]. In the
impedance matching mechanism, the entire three-layered structure is considered as a
homogeneous medium. At the perfect absorbing wavelength, the effective permittivity and the
μ

effective permeability reach the same value,

, so that the impedance (both the real

part and the imaginary part) matches to the free space,
effective refractive index

′′ exhibits a large imaginary part,

1. Meanwhile, the
≫

, thus the

incident EM wave propagates through the first interface (air-resonator) without reflection and
then decays rapidly to zero inside the MPA. In the destructive interference mechanism, the
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resonatorr layer and the
t metallic film are con
nsidered as two decouppled surfacess, and destruuctive
interferen
nces of multtiple reflected waves from
m two surfacces lead to zzero reflectioon [75, 76].
The first work on metamaterial
m
perfect abso
orber is repoorted by Lanndy et al. [777] in 2008 iin the
microwav
ve regime by
y designing two split rin
ng resonatorrs(SRR) connnected by a common strraight
wire sepaarated from a cut wire by
b the dieleectric as show
wn in figuree 1.8. The S
SRR providees the
electric response
r
and
d the central wire of SRR
Rs combinedd with the ccut wire on tthe back proovides
the magn
netic responsse thereby saatisfying imp
pedance mattching condittion for perffect absorptioon.

Figure 1.8 First metam
material perfe
fect absorber designed by Landy et all. (a) Two spplit ring resonnators
connected
d by a commo
on straight wiire. (b) Cut wire and (c) Unnit cell of thee MPA (d) Sppectra for refleection
(green), trransmission (b
blue) and abssorption (red). (Figure adappted with perm
mission, Wileey 2012)

This dessign has adv
vantages of being smalll size and thin dielecttric spacer compared too the
conventio
onal absorbeers. Anotherr advantage is its tunabillity, which ccan be achieeved by channging
the param
meters of cutt wire and sp
pacer thickneess.
Since thiis work, a grreat numberr of optimizeed MM absoorbers have been propossed for varieety of
applicatio
on areas. Soukoulis et all. [78] has reeported anguular independdent perfect absorber in 2009
in the terrahertz regim
me. The areea of the perrfect absorbeer is wideneed in the chiral metamaaterial
with wid
de angle an
nd polarizatiion indepen
ndent by Sooukoulis et al. [79]. Plasmonic peerfect
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absorber was design
ned in the in
nfrared regim
me by Giesseen et al. [700] and used it as a refraactive
index sen
nsor.

Figure 1.9
9 (a, b) First simulated an
nd experimen
ntal MPA in M
Microwave rregime and unnit cell. (c d)) First
MPA dem
monstrated in THz regimee. (e, f) First MPA demonnstrated in millimeter wavve regime andd unit
cell. (g) First wide angle
a
MPA. (h, i) First MPA simulaated in IR rregime and uunit cell. (j) First
experimen
ntal demonstrration of MPA
A at MIR regiime. (k, l) Onne of the first experimentall demonstratioons of
MPA in NIR
N regime. (m, n) Demo
onstration of MPA operatting in visiblee regime. (Fiigure adaptedd with
permission, Wiley 2012)

Giessen et
e al. was ab
ble to push the
t perfect absorber
a
intoo the visible regime [78]] and used itt as a
hydrogen
n sensing deevice. This work
w
was fu
urther carriedd out by G Li et al. [800] in the inffrared
regime and
a used it as plasmon
nic sensor. The
T optimizaation of thee MPA incluudes polarizzation
insensitiv
ve [81-83], dual
d
band [8
81, 82], mulltiband and bbroadband [83] etc. Thee MPA condiitions
are very sensitive so
o it is still a very challen
nging task too the scientific communnity to get peerfect
on with above mentioneed capability
y. Figure 1..9 summarizzes the metamaterial peerfect
absorptio
absorber in microwav
ve to visiblee frequency region.
r
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Figure 1.10 shows th
he spatial an
nd frequency
y selective m
metamateriall in the infraared regimee with
nearly un
nity absorption[84]. The structure co
onsists of croosswire resonnator and meetal ground pplane
separated
d by a dielecctric spacer. The
T ground metal plane prevents thee wave to traansmit the

Figure 1.10 (a) Numeerical simulattion of the In
nfrared MPA
A (structure iss shown in iinset of figurre (b).
Reflection
n (blue), transmission (greeen) and abso
orption (red). (b) Optical cconstants of tthe MPA extrracted
from the retrieval resu
ults. Real and
d imaginary parts
p
of effecttive permittivvity (red solidd and dotted lines)
and effecttive permeabiility (blue soliid and dotted lines). (Figurre adapted wiith permissionn, Wiley 20122)

structure and by tun
ning the reso
onator size and
a spacer tthickness, reeflection is m
made zero tto get
he authors extracted the optical constants (effective permittivityy and
high abssorption. Th
permeabiility) as sho
own in Figurre 1.10(b) which
w
showss that the eff
ffective perm
mittivity is hhighly
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dispersive and has very large value at the resonant wavelength. The high refractive index of the
metamaterial is responsible to reflect large part of the incident wave and high value of imaginary
part of effective permittivity is responsible to absorb the wave efficiently.

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
In this thesis, we start with the introduction of metamaterial and its development after Veselago
predicted negative refractive index theoretically in 1968. We describe the properties of Left
handed material and the methods how to realize them. After discussing the surface plasmon
resonance of wire, Split ring resonators (SRRs) and Metal hole array (MHA), we briefly review
the phenomenon of perfect absorbers and antireflection coating.
In chapter 2, we discuss the phenomenon of metamaterial perfect absorber with three different
theoretical models; Impedance matched theory, transmission line theory and meta cavity
bounded between a resonator and metal thin film. The Fabry-Perot cavity model of the perfect
absorber explains the unique properties of ultra-thin thickness, angular independence and strong
field localization. We also find that such a meta-cavity exhibits very low ohmic loss at the
perfection absorption wavelength because of the off-resonance of the metasurface. In
combination of these features, metamaterial perfect absorber can be redefined as a meta-cavity
exhibiting high Q-factor and extreme high density of states. The zero reflection is explained by
multiple layer model satisfying amplitude and phase condition simultaneously. Further, we have
developed an improved retrieval method to extract the permittivity and permeability of the
resonator, which can be useful to design optoelectronic devices.
In chapter 3, we discuss about the plasmonic perfect absorber used as a refractive index sensor.
In the previously designed absorber, only the surface of the sensor is accessible to the gas or
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liquid as the sensing target. We have designed a large area mushroom capped plasmonic perfect
absorber whose dielectric spacer is partially removed by a reactive-ion-etch process, thereby
enabling the liquid to permeate into the sensitive region to a refractive index change. We
demonstrate experimentally and numerically that etching the spacer below the metamaterial
resonator increases the spectral shift of the resonance wavelengths as the surrounding refractive
index changes. The sensitivity and the figure of merit (FOM*), as the measure of the sensor
performance are significantly improved. We show that the plasmonic perfect absorber can be
understood as a Fabry-Perot cavity bounded by a “resonator” mirror and metallic film, where the
former exhibits a “quasi-open” boundary condition and leads to the characteristic feature of
subwavelength thickness. Zero reflection of the absorber is explained by multiple layer model
satisfying amplitude and phase condition simultaneously.
In chapter 4, we introduce metamaterial antireflection coating by depositing metal Disk Array
(MDA) on the top of a conventional antireflection coating film. The structural parameters of the
MDA can be adjusted to get antireflection at any desirable wavelength, thereby illuminating the
drawback of conventional antireflection coating. With an improved retrieval method, the
metasurface is proved to exhibit a high effective permittivity and extremely low loss. A classical
thin-film AR coating mechanism is identified through analytical derivations and numerical
simulations.
In chapter 5, we employ metasurface antireflection coating (Si3N4) on the top of dispersive
media (perforated gold film (PGF)). We present experiments and analysis on enhanced
transmission due to dielectric layer (Si3N4) deposited on a metal film perforated with twodimensional periodic array of subwavelength holes. We develop and demonstrate the concept of
AR condition based on the effective parameters of PGF. In addition, the maximum transmission
22

(zero reflection) condition is analyzed numerically by using a three-layer model and a transfer
matrix method is employed to determine the total reflection and transmission. Destructive
interference conditions for amplitude and phase to get zero reflection are well satisfied.
In chapter 6, we employ metal disk arrays (MDA) on the top of dispersive media (perforated
gold film (PGF)) separated by dielectric to get zero reflection/maximum transmission. In order to
enhance the SPP of MHA, a single-layer metasurface-based AR coating is shown to operate at
off-resonance wavelengths and to avoid the resonant coupling with the MHA layer. The SPP
resonance wavelengths are unaffected whereas the electric field of surface wave is significantly
increased. With an improved retrieval method, the metasurface is proved to exhibit a high
effective permittivity (ϵ_eff~30) and extremely low loss (tanδ~ 0.005). A classical thin-film AR
coating mechanism is identified through analytical derivations and numerical simulations. The
properly designed effective permittivity and effective permeability of the metasurface lead to
required phase and amplitude conditions for the AR coating, thereby paving the way for
improved performance of optoelectronic devices.
In chapter 7, we demonstrate the angle dependence of spoof surface plasmon on metallic hole
arrays in terahertz regime. By varying polar angle and azimuthal angle, we have observed
frequency shifting and splitting of resonance modes. The nature of the individual resonance peak
(standing wave or propagation wave) is also explored. The amplitude of extraordinary optical
transmission also shows angle dependence and exhibits mirror-image or translational
symmetries.
In chapter 8, conclusion of the work and the works needed to be done in the future are presented.
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2. METAMATERIAL PERFECT ABSORBER ANALYZED BY A META-CAVITY
MODEL CONSISTING OF MULTILAYER METASURFACES
Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in peer reviewed journal paper (J. Jeon,
K. Bhattarai, D.-K. Kim, J. O. Kim, A. Urbas, S. J. Lee, et al., "A Low-loss Metasurface
Antireflection Coating on Dispersive Surface Plasmon Structure," Scientific Reports, vol. 6, p.
36190, 11/02/online 2016) and have been reproduced with the permission from the publisher.

In this chapter, metamaterial perfect absorber is modeled by a meta-cavity bounded between a
resonator metasurface and metallic thin film. The perfect absorption is achieved by the FabryPerot cavity resonance via the multiple reflections between the two boundaries. Unique features
of angle independence, ultra-thin thickness and strong field localization can be well explained by
this model. We find that the perfect absorption occurs at off-resonance of the metasurface, so
that such meta-cavity exhibits very low ohmic loss.

In combination of these features,

metamaterial perfect absorber can be redefined as a meta-cavity exhibiting high Q-factor and
extreme high density of states.
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2.1 Introduction
In this work, we use a transfer matrix method to assemble the MPA from three functional layers
and obtain the phase and the amplitude conditions for the perfect absorption. Analying these
conditions, we reinterpret the MPA structure as a meta-cavity bounded by a “resonator” mirror
and a metallic film. The Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance is responsible for the perfect absorption.
The meta-cavity model can explain characteristic features of MPA including the ultra-thin
thickness, angular independence and strong field localization. With an improved retrieval
method, we find that the resonator metasurface operates at off-resonance wavelengths, so that the
meta-cavity has very low ohmic loss. These combined features redefine MPA as a meta-cavity
with high Q-factor and extremely high photonic density of states (PDOS) where the FP modes
are easily tailoered by the geometric parameters of metasurfaces, paving the way for novel
photonic, optoelectronic and cavity quantum electrodynamic (QED) applicaitions [85].

2.2 Three Models of Perfect Absorber
Our perfect absorber consists of three layers: an array of cross-wire resonators, a dielectric
spacer (

2.28) and a metal ground plane (MGP) as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). We carry out full-

wave simulation of the structure by Computer Simulation Technology Microwave Studio (CST
MSW) that uses finite element method (FEM) to solve Maxwell’s equations and obtains
numerical solutions [86]. The parameters used in the simulation are as follows: period of cross
wire array,

2

, length and width of the cross wire,

permittivity of GaAs substrate and dielectric spacer
the dielectric spacer,

0.09

1.7

11.56, and

, the gold cross wire and ground plane,

0.4

and

,

2.28, thickness of
0.1

. Gold

used for cross wire and MGP are described by the Drude model with plasma frequency,
1.37

10

/ and collision frequency
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4.08

10

/ . We use three

different models to describe
d
the perfect
p
absorrber: (i) singgle-layer effeective mediuum model - eentire
structure (Figure 2.1(a)) is co
onsidered as
a a layer of homogeenous layer (Figure 2..1(d))
characterrized by the effective peermittivity ϵ

and efffective perm
meability

; (ii) a tthree-

layer efffective med
dium modeel- the crosss wire ressonator (Figgure 2.1(b))) is considdered
homogen
nous metafilm
m (Figure 2.1(e))
2
with

and

on top off two layers of real filmss, the

spacer an
nd MGP; (iii) a transmisssion line model
m
– the m
multiple-layer optical syystem is modeled
as a two port network
k (Figure 2.1
1(e)) with in
nput impedannce,

, andd output impeedance,

.

Figure 2.1
1 Schematic diagram
d
of (a)) perfect abso
orber with enttire structure aas a metamaterial (MM) annd its
(d) equivaalent single-laayer film charracterized by effective
and
. (bb) perfect abssorber with crross
wire, spaccer and metal ground plate considered as
a a three-layeer structure annd the equivaalent three-layyer
film modeel (e), where the
t cross wiree is considereed by a homoggenous film w
with ε and μ . (c) View
w of
perfect ab
bsorber along wave propag
gation directio
on. The MPA is surroundedd by vacuum and a dielecttric
substrate with
w optical impedances
and
at two interfacees, respectivelly. (f) A transmission line
model usees a two port network
n
deescribes the MPA,
M
where and are tthe impedances of vacuum
m and
substrate, and
and
are inputt and output im
mpedances off , respectivvely.

2.3 Single Layer Efffective Med
dium Modell
Since thee MGP prevents the EM
E wave from propagaating througgh, the perfe
fect absorption is
obtained when the reflection
r
reeaches zero at wavelenggth of

6

as shown in F
Figure

2.2(d). Among
A
threee models sho
own in Figu
ure 2.1, the single-layerr effective m
medium moddel is
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widely used in various MPA work [59, 61, 65, 74], where the electric and magnetic resonances
/

of the three-functional layer leads to the impedance matching condition,
≫

and large imaginary effective refractive index,

1,

, at the perfect absorption wavelengths.

To verify this fact, we use effective medium theory [87] to retrieve the effective permittivity(
and effective permeability (

) from the complex transmission , , and reflection

)

as described

in section 2.4 with modification. Due to the asymmetry of the structure, the transmission and
reflection from the front (vacuum) and back (substrate) side of MPA are different. Strictly
speaking, such structure cannot be considered as a medium with homogenous permittivity and
permeability. However, since we only consider the interaction of MPA with incident light from
the front side, here we use the
and

and

for impinging light from the vacuum side to obtain
at wavelength of 5.5

. Figure 2.2(a) shows a Lorentzian type resonance of

. This

is the first-order dipole resonance mode of the cross wire driven by electric field of incident
light, where the amplitude of oscillating current exhibits a half period of cosine function along
the length of cross wire. At long wavelength
response of MGP. The effective permittivity,
wavelength of 6.0

6

, Re

0 due to the Drude type

, in Figure 2.2(c) also shows a resonances at

, driven by the magnetic field of the incident wave. This magnetic

resonance is indicated by the anti-parallel current on the cross-wire and ground plane [65], and
can be qualitatively explained by the method of image theory.
The real and imaginary parts of the effective permittivity,
and the effective impedance,

,

, of single-layer thin film model are shown In Fig. 2(a)5.94

(c). At the perfect absorption wavelength
1.003+25.517i, this leads to

, the effective permeability,

1.02

,

2.432

24.175

and

0.03 , which matches with the impedance of air
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1 very well. The light impinging onto the air-MPA interface enters effective thin film
representing MPA shown in Fig. 2.1(d) without any reflection. Meanwhile, the effective
1.736

refractive index,

24.849 has a large imaginary part

So that the intensity of light decays quickly following
26.28
0.019

24.849.

, where

is the absorption coefficient, making

decays to 1/ for every

distance traveling inside the MPA. When the reflected light at MPA-MGP interface

reaches the air-MPA surface again, the intensity reduced to /

⋅

7.8

10 . Thus

the single-layer thin film model very well describes the perfect absorption property of MPA.
Another absorption peak show up at
matches

again, where

1.79

0.3008

1.022

, when the impedance

7.157 ,

0.378+7.833i and

0.006
0.338

7.49 . This absorption peak is less studied in the past, as will be shown later; it results from the
second-order dipole resonance of the cross-wire.
Using the retrieved effective

and

, we performed full-wave simulation for the

single-layer effective thin film (Fig. 1(d)). Obtained reflection spectra, shown as blue dash curve
in Fig. 2(d), completely overlaps the reflection from the original absorber structure (black solid
curve) as expected. This further confirms the single layer effective medium model provides a
complete description of the reflection and transmission properties for MPA. However, this
model has certain drawbacks: (i): To achieve the impedance matching condition,
electric and magnetic resonances are required to simultaneously modify

and

, both
values. The

magnetic resonances of MPA structure result from anti-parallel current on the cross-wire and
MPG, which creates strong magnetic moment along the direction of the incident

field. This

mechanism has been deployed to explain the magnetic resonances of short-wire pair structure,
where the coupling of dipole resonances of two wires results in symmetric and anti-symmetric
28

modes with
w parallel and anti-parrallel currentts, respectivvely. Howeveer, such couppling mechaanism
does not apply to MP
PA structure because of MGP
M do not support anyy dipole resoonance modee.

Figure 2.2
2 (a) Real and imaginary parts
p
of effecctive permittivvity of MPA
A retrieved byy using single-layer
thin film model; (b) Real and imaginary parts efffective perm
meability for ssingle-layer thhin film modeel; (c)
i
paarts effective impedance
i
caalculated by s ingle-layer thhin film modeel ( , solid cuurves)
Real and imaginary
and effecctive circuit model
m
( , daash curves); (d)
( Simulatedd reflectance spectra of thhe actual MP
PA, a
single-lay
yer effective film
f
(blue dash) and three-llayer effectivve film (red daash).

Other sttudies show
w that the anti-parallel
a
current caan also resuult from the EM bounndary
condition
ns, which does
d
not neecessarily in
ndicating a magnetic rresonances [75]. (ii)
an
nd

Both

exhibit
e
strong
gly dispersiv
ve features w
which make it very difficcult to predicct the

optimal geometric parameters to achievee

at target wavelengthh. (iii) In some

applicatio
ons, e.g. sen
nsors [71, 72
2, 88], the ab
bsorption peeak does nott necessary rreach 100%,, thus
cannot bee well explaained by the impedance condition
29

. ((iv) The imppedance matcching

conditions in single-layer effective medium model has difficulties to explain some important
features such as ultra-thin thickness.

2.4 Metafilm Model (Modified Retrieval Method)
The disk-type plasmonic resonator can be considered as a metasurface since the induced electric
current only resides at the surface of the structure due to the skin effect. The electromagnetic
properties of the metasurface can be described by the effective surface electric susceptibility
and the effective surface magnetic susceptibility

, which can be calculated from the

transmission and reflection coefficients [76, 89]. For normal incidence,

and

can be

calculated by the following equations:
(2.1)
(2.2)
where

is the wavevector in vacuum, and

coefficients, respectively. Typically,

and

and

are complex transmission and reflection

do not change with physical thickness of the

metallic resonant structure. However, in the infrared regime, the conductivity of metal decreases
diametrically, so that the electric current flows through the entire volume of the metallic
structure. Thus,

and

show clear dependence on the thickness of the disk

, as shown

in Figure 2.3(a,b). In this work, since the electromagnetic properties of the disk-type resonator
depend on the thickness, we model it as a thin film (metafilm) with effective permittivity
and effective permeability

.

and

,

of the metafilm can be calculated by using the

well-known retrieval method [90] or by the relations of
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/ and

/ . As

shown in Figure 2.3(c, d),

and

calculated by two methods match very well. The
and

retrieval method using the following equations to calculate

:
(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
/

(2.6)
(2.7)

where
and

and

are the effective impedance and effective refractive index, respectively,

is the thickness of the metamaterial. The sign of

by the fact that

0 and

and

are determined respectively

0 for any passive medium. The integer

Equation 2.4 is usually determined by the continuity of
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in

as a function of the wavelength.

Figure 2.3
3 (a), (b) Reaal part of
and
of the
t MDA meetasurface for the thickness
0.0
05
(Red) and
d
0.10
off the MDA m
metafilm, wherre the
(blue). (c),(d) Real part of
and
solid curv
ves are calculaated by the reetrieval metho
od and the daashed curves aare calculatedd by
/
and
/
.

Both the metasurface model Equ
uations 2.1 & 2.2 and tthe effectivee retrieval m
method Equaations
a
that the metamaaterial is bo
ounded by aair at both ssides forminng an air-MM
M-air
2.3-2.7 assume
configuraation. However, in realitty MM strucctures are ussually made on a dielectrric substratee. The
transmisssion and refflection coeffficients are obtained att the interfaaces of an aair-MM-dieleectric
configuraation as shown in Figurre 2.4(b). To
o the best oof our knowlledge, most works relatted to
MM use the transmission and reeflection coeefficients of air-MM-dieelectric confi
figuration dirrectly
to calculate

and
d

, whicch cause inaaccurate valuues. In our structure, thhe metasurfaace is

kness
modeled as a metafillm with thick

50

. The eextremely thhin thikness
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magnifies error

signaficantly because
and

exists in the denominator in Equations 2.4 & 2.5. To obtain the correct

, we develop a method to obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients of the
,

air-MM-air configuraiton (Figure 2.4(c)),

,

and

air-MM-dielectric configuation (Figure 2.4(b)). The results of
,

Figure 2.3 & 2.4 are calculated from

,

and

,

, from
,

,

,

and
and

of the
shown in

of the air-MM-air configuration by

using this improved metasurface model and effective thin-film retrieval method. The transfer
matrix at the interface of two dielectric media with impedance

and

is given by

1
2
Therefore, the transfer matrix of the air-MM-dielectric configuration can be written as
(2.8)
(2.9)
0

(2.10)

0

(2.11)
where

and

respectively,
dielectric (

are the effective impedance and effective refractive index of the MM,
is the wave number in vaccum,
1/

and

are the impedance of air (

) layer, respectively. If we insert an infnite-thin (

1) and

0) air layer between

the MM and the dielectric layer, the transfer matrix of the resulting air-MM-air-dielectric
configuration is given by
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where

and

are the transfer matrices of the MM-air and air-dielectric interfaces,

respectively
1
2
1
2
It is easy to prove that
1
2
Thus we obtain

Note that this result proves inserting an infinite-thin air layer does not change the transfer matrix
of the overal all structure. So that
(2.12)
The matrix
Equation 2.12,

is the transfer matrix for the air-MM-air configuration (Figure 2.4c). In
can be obtained from simulated or measured transmission and reflection

coefficients as shown in Figure 2.4(b) using Equation 2.17 and

is given by
(2.13)

The transmission and reflection coefficients of air-MM-air configuration (Figure 2.4c),
,

,

and

, can be calculated from

,

,

and

to calculate

,

using Equation 2.17. In our work, we use

(Equations S2.2 & S2.3),

and

(Equations 2.3-

2.7). To validate the method shown in equation 2.12, we simulated a 50 nm thick dielectric film
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30 and

with

1 on a BCB
B
(

2.3716,

2.4(a). Th
he transmisssion and reflection coeffficients,

,

1) suubstrate as shown in F
Figure
,

and

, for the aair-MM-dieleectric

configuraation are ob
btained direcctly from sim
mulation witthin the wavvelength rannge from 2
10

. Meanwhile,

,

,

Equation
n 2.16. We calculated

and

to

for the air-MM
M-air configguration is calculated uusing
and

using tw
two sets of transmissioon and refleection

coefficien
nts as shown
n in Figure 2.4(d,e).
2
Thee air-MM-aiir configurattion producees accurate vvalues
for both

30 and
a

1 over the entire
e
wavellength rangee from 2

to 10

,w
while

onfiguration results in veery large erroor and incorrrect dispersion.
air-MM-dielectric co

Figure 2.4
4 (a) Schemaatic model off a
50
thick dieleectric film wiith
30,
1 on a 0.5
thick BCB
B layer. (b) The transmisssion and refflection coeffficients,
, ,
and
at the airr-filmdielectric (BCB) inteerfaces can be calculateed in CST simulation using the m
model in (a)). (c)
, ,
and
at the
t interfacess of air-film-aair are calculaated by a transsfer matrix m
method. (d), (ee) The
effective permittivity
p
and
a permeabillity calculated
d using the traansmission annd reflection coefficients sshown
in (b) (blu
ue curves) and
d (c) (red curv
ves).

By modeeling the MD
DA as a metaafilm, the EM
M wave accuumulate phase when the wave propaagates
through and
a reflected
d by the mettafilm. This phase correectly represents the abruupt phase chaanges
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when thee EM wavee propagatess through an
nd reflects by the MD
DA. We perffomed full wave
simualtio
on for air-M
MDA-spacer structure an
nd the correesponding air-Metafilm--spacer struccture,
where the metafilm is
i defined by
y a 50nm-thiick film withh

and

. As show
wn in Figuree 2.5,

the phasees of transm
mission and reflecction coefficients
c
of the metaafilm perfecttly match thhat of
actual MDA structure.

Figure 2.5
5 Simulated phase
p
of transsmission and reflection
r
coeefficients throough MDA sttructure (solidd) and
metafilm (dashed).

2.5 Circuit Model and
a Transm
mission Line Theory
The effective imped
dance of the MPA can also
a
be obtaained by efffective circuuit model. F
Figure
2.1(f) sho
ows an effecctive circuit model for th
he MPA, whhere the MPA
A is consideered as a twoo-port
element

in connection with loads
l

(aiir) and

((substrate). The input iimpedance

is

t
n line theory as describedd below
calculated based on transmission
In circuitt theory, S-parameters arre defined ass
,

,

,
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((2.14)

Where

,

and

,

are the incoming and outgoing voltage (current) from the front and

back surface as shown in figure 2.1(f).

1

1
Where

and

are the reflection coefficients between Vacuum- MM and MM -Substrate

interfaces.
We can compare the circuit model with the optic structure. In optic structure,

and

can be

written in terms of S-parameters as

1

1
S-parameters can be obtained from the simulation of the absorber structure. But It is difficult to
calculate

and

using above equation because of the presence of both

and

terms in both

the equations. Therefore, we process the equations further leading into the final form as shown
below. Since these expressions contain only the s-parameters, they can be easily extracted from
the simulation.
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1

2

2
4

1

1
2

2
4

and

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

can also be written in terms of impedance as:

(2.15)

Where

and

are the impedances of the front and back surfaces of the metamaterial.
and

Solving the above expressions, the impedances

can be written as:

1
1
(2.16)

The input impedance

calculated is plotted in as dashed curves in Figure 2.2(b), showing

perfect match with effective impedance obtained from single-layer thin film model.
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2.6 Transfer Matrix Analysis: Three Layer Model
In our crosswire-spacer-MGP structure, the incident light is reflected at the two interfaces;
crosswire/spacer and spacer/MGP. Zero reflection from the absorber structure can be interpreted
by using a multiple-layer model in which each layer is considered as homogeneous meta-layer
with effective electric permittivity

and magnetic permeability

. A transfer matrix

method is adopted to obtain the overall transmission and reflection coefficients using a transfer
matrix of each layer. The transfer matrix of the air-crosswire-spacer structure can be described
by
/

/
1/

/
where

,

,

and

are the transmission and reflection coefficients obtained from the

numerical simulation. The transmission coefficient
reflection coefficient

is defined as the S-parameter

waveguid port at i-material (j-material). Specifically,
along

forward

respectively.

(air-crosswire-spacer)
and

(2.17)

and

is defined as the S-parameter

and the

, where the subscript i (j) represents the
and

backward

are the transmission coefficients
(spacer-crosswire-air)

directions,

are the reflection coefficients at front (air) and back (spacer) sides of

crosswire. The transfer matrix for the dielectric spacer layer is given by
0

(2.18)

0
where

is the propagating phase term in the spacer layer (

the refractive index of the spacer,

is the wave vector in vaccum and

:

) is

is the thickness of

the spacer layer). Also, the transfer matrix for the spacer-MGP-GaAs configuration can be
written as given below,
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/

/
1/

/

(2.19)

where the subscript 2(3) represents the waveguide port at spacer (GaAs). As mentioned above,
the overall reflection coefficient of crosswire absorber on GaAs substrate can be calculated by
multiplying the transfer matrix of each layer,

The

0

∙

1

∙

0

matrix in the above

1

Matrix is calculated as
∙

∙

∙

∙
1

∙
∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

1

∙

∙

Since the overall reflectrion is defined as,
∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙
∙
∙

∙
1

∙
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∙

1

∙

∙

(2.20)

∙

where

.

To understand the mechanism light travel and decay inside the MPA, we have studied the
transmission and reflection of light at each constituting layers of MPA and used a transfer matrix
method to obtain the overall reflection/absorption property of MPA. Our Perfect absorber
consists of three layers: cross wire, dielectric spacer and MGP. We consider the cross-wire as a
, and

metasurface and describe it as a homogenous thin film with effective permittivity,
effective permeability,

. The effective parameter can be calculted from transmisison and

refleciton coefficients of a air/cross-wire/spacer configuration by using an improved retrieval
method to take account of the asymmetric boundary of air and spacer [91]. The effective
permittivity of cross-wire shows a Lorentzian type electric resonance at wavelength of
4.75

, which is shorter than the resonance (5.94

) in single-layer model. This resonance is

purely electric since the effective permeability takes a constant value of Re
typical anti-resonance at

due to the periodicity effects [92]. With those value of

0.8 except a
and μ ,

we use a thin film of the same thickness to replaces the cross-wire in the absorber structure. Fullwave simulation of the three-layer thin film absorber shown in Figure 2.1(e) is carried out and
the reflection(red curve) spectra is plotted in Figure 2.2(d). The reflection matches very well with
simulation of actual MPA struture (black line) at the first absorption wavelength (
and is off slighlty at the second absorption wavelength (
mismatch at

1.79

1.79

5.94

)

). We believe the small

is due to inaccurcy of simulaitons which is typcially more notable for

shorter wavelengths.
The perfect matching of three-layer thin film model suggestes that the cross-wire layer and the
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MGP layer are decoupled. Therefore, we use the transfer matrix method, a common approch to
study layered medium, to study the mechanism of MPA. The overall reflection of the three-layer
structure(Crosswire-Spacer-MGP) is calculated using equation 2.20, where

and

are the

reflection coefficients of the cross-wire from front (air) and back (spacer) side, respectively.
⋅

is the reflection coefficient of the MGP.
dielectric layer, where

,

⋅

is the propagating phase term in the

and k are the refractive index, thickness of the spacer, and the wave

vector in vacuum, respectively.

, where

and

are the transmission

coefficients through the cross-wire along forward (air-crosswire-spacer) and backward (spacerand

crosswire-air) directions, and

and spacer, respectively. Although

are the reflection coefficients from the crosswire to air
is strictly equal to 1 at the interface between two

1 for the cross-wire around the resonance wavelength. This is caused

homogenous medium,

by the structral asymmetry in forward and backward directions of the air-crosswire-spacer
structure. To achieve complete absorption, according to Equation (2.20) the overall reflectance,
0, requires the following conditions for the amplitude and the phase:
|

|

| ⋅

|

(2.21)
2

The coefficients
configuration and

,

,

and

2

1

, | |

0,1,2, ….

(2.22)

are obtained from simualtion of the air/cross-wire/spacer

is obtained from the simulation of the spacer/MGP configuration.

The calculated reflection from the Equation (2.20) matches very well with the reflection obtained
from simulation of entire structure as evident from the amplitude and phase condition for zero
reflection in Figure 2.2(d). At around the perfect absorption wavelength
amplitude condition in Equation (2.21) (|

|

| ⋅
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5.94

, both the

| and the phase condition term

)

are stasified simultaneously as shown in Figure 2.6(d). As the wavelength decreases, the phase
term
|

decreases and reach

|

| ⋅

1.79

at

. Meanwhile, the amplitude condition

| matchs again at the same wavelength. This leads to the second absoprtion peak

mentioned eariler in Fig. 2.2(d). A closer look at Fig. 2.6(d) shows that the ampltitude conditon
(|

|

| ⋅

| at

5.61

) and the phase condtion

at

5.88

) does not

match at the exact same wavelengths. This explains the fact that the reflectance in Figure 2.2(d)
3.68

does not reach absolute zero (min

10

5.94

). The phase and amplitude

condition reveal a Fabry-Perot cavity-like mechanism. The cross-wire acts as a “mirror” that
reflects light due to its high effective permittivity and forms a cavity together with the MGP.
When the incident light passing through the cross-wire layer, it is reflected multiple times
successively by MGP and cross-wire. The Fabry-Perot cavity modes establish when the roundtrip phase fullfil the following condition:
2
where

and

2

, | |

0,1,2, ….

(2.23)

are the phases of reflection coefficients at the spacer/cross-wire

interface and the spacer/MGP interface, respectively. When

reaches 2

, the waves reflected

by cross-wire and MGP are in phase and hence interfere constructively, leading to resonant
cavity modes. Blue curve in Fig. 2.6(d) shows the
decreases and reaches 0 at

5.96

and 2 at

increase monotonically as wavelength
1.82

, repectively, matching very well

with two perfect absorptions wavelengths. Note that the phase condition of Equation (2.23) only
guarantees Fabry-Perot cavity modes, which leads to absorption peaks. However, to achieve
perfect absorption, the amplitude condition in Equation (2.21) needs to be stastisfied at the same
wavenegth as well. Nevertheless, Equation (2.22) and Equation (2.23) well explains the
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absorptio
on peaks of a varity of resonator-sp
r
pacer-MGP sstrcutures thhat have beeen widely ussed in
sensing applications
a
[70, 72, 88]], where thee absorption peaks does not necessaarily reach 100%.
The ultraa-thin thickn
ness of MPA
A can also bee well explaained by the cavity moddel. As show
wn in
Figure 2.6(d), at th
he first perfeect absorptio
on wavelenth
th
and
0, it
i requires
and thus

is slig
ghtly less th
han

5.88

, i.e.

/2, thus we can ob
btain

where
with

0, the pphase
≪ . To achhieve

/4 ≪ . IIn our simulations, we oobtain

, whiich is close to the real thhickness

0.09

/66, whiich is

y thin comparred to a regu
ular Fabry-Perot cavity w
with size of /2.
extremly

Figure 2.6
6 (a) Real parrt (red) and Im
maginary part (blue) of effeective permitttivity ( ). ((b) Real part ((red)
and imagiinary part (blu
ue) of effectiv
ve permeabiliity (
). (c) A
Amplitude teerms, | | (reed) and | | (bblue),
in the amp
plitude condittion. The inseerting figure depicts
d
the traansmission annd reflection ccoefficients.
(blackk) and
(d) Phase terms in the phase
p
condition: (red), (blue), 2 ,
(orange). Thhe
o green colorr show two peerfect absorpttion regions aat wavelengthh of 5.94
and 1.79
shadows of
.
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2.7 Angular Independence of Reflection
One of the very important characteristics of our perfect absorber is the angular independence of
the reflection with incident light that is very useful in variety of applications. WE have carried
out 3D simulation of the perfect absorber by changing the polar angle θ from normal incidence to
800 for both TE and TM mode. The reflection spectrum is shown as a color plot for TE mode in
figure 2.7(a) and for TM mode in figure 2.7(b). From the color plot, it is evident that the first
order resonance peak is not shifted at all at 6um in the whole range of θ for TE mode. The
simulation of angular dependence is also carried out for entire single layer thin film structure
called one layer film (figure 2.1(a)) and thin film-spacer-MGP structure called three layer film
(figure 2.1(c)) for both TE and TM modes. For TE mode of both one and three layer films,
reflection is entirely constant at 6 µm as shown in figure 2.7(c) and (e) respectively, which
matches with the original simulation of the perfect absorber (crosswire-spacer-MGP). For TM
mode, the reflection of the crosswire-spacer-MGP structure is blue shifted with increase in polar
angle from 00 t0 800 by around 4% as shown in figure 2.7(b). For entire single layer thin film
structure (one layer film), reflection is blue shifted by 7.75%. For thin film-spacer-MGP
structure (three layer film) also, reflection is blue shifted (figure 2.7(f)) as in the original
structure (figure 2.7(b)) but the shift is increased to 9.8%.
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Figure 2.7
7 Color plot of angular dependence
d
of reflection fr
from crosswirre-spacer-MG
GP structure ffor (a)
TE mode (b) TM mod
de, from entirre single layeer thin film sttructure for (cc) TE mode ((d) TM modee, and
from thin film-spacer-M
MGP structurre for (e) TE mode
m
(f) TM mode.

2.8 Currrents and Fiields for Higher Orderr FP Resonaances
Since thee spacer thicckness of thee MPA is verry thin, it is impossible to integrate some devicee (for
eg. quanttum dots) with
w it. Hencee, we need thicker
t
spaceer. Thereforre it is imporrtant to studdy the
resonance peaks at higher
h
order FP resonan
nces with thiicker spacerr thickness. The higher order
FP reson
nances are ob
btained by increasing
i
th
he spacer thiickness by hhalf of the w
wavelength iin the
spacer. i.e. thickness of the nth orrder FP reson
nance,
first ordeer thickness,

is the waavelength in
n free space,

simulatio
on, 1st order spacer thick
kness,
are calcu
ulated to be

√

2.07

and

0.09
0

, where

is the

is the perm
mittivity of tthe spacer. IIn our

. Thherefore 2nd aand 3rd orderr spacer thickkness

4.057

respectivelly by takingg

6

and

2.28
8. Full 3D Simulation off Crosswire--spacer-MGP
P structure w
with all 1st, 2nd and 3rd order
thicknesss is perform
med and refleection spectrrum is show
wn in figure 2.8. The reflection is nnearly
zero for all orders. The
T discrepaancy in reson
nant Waveleength arises due to the ccoupling bettween
ucture and th
he MGP. Sin
nce the crossswire resonaator is modellled as a thinn film
the top crrosswire stru
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with effective permittivity and permeability, the Thinfilm-spacer-MGP structure is also
simulated for 1st, 2nd and 3rd order FP resonances and plotted the reflection as shown in figure
2.8(b). The reflections have similar behavior as the crosswire-spacer-MGP structure which
verifies the concept of resonator as the thinfilm. Currents in the resonator and MGP at 1st order
thickness are in opposite direction as shown in figure 2.8(c) which indicates that the phase of Ex
field on the top and bottom layers are in opposite direction. Ex field in the spacer along zdirection is the standing wave having node at MGP (closed boundary) and higher amplitude at
resonator but not the antinode because the resonator acts as quasi-open boundary instead of open
boundary. The currents are in the same direction for the 2nd order thickness on the top and
bottom layer as shown in figure 2.8(d) which indicates that the Ex field is in opposite phase on
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Figure 2.8
8 (a) Reflectio
on of crosswire-spacer-MG
GP structure ffor the 1st ordder (black), 2nnd order (red) aand
3rd order (blue)
(
Fabry-p
perot (FP) ressonances. (b) Reflection off thinfilm-spaacer-MGP struucture for thee 1st
nd
order (blaack), 2 orderr (red) and 3rdd order (blue) Fabry-perot ((FP) resonancces. Current ddistributions oon the
top and bo
ottom layers and
a X-compo
onent of Electtric fields (Exx) in the spaceer for crosswiire-spacer-MG
GP
structure at
a (c) 1st orderr (d) 2nd ordeer (e) 3rd ordeer and for Thiinfilm-spacerr-MGP structuure at (f) 1st order
(g) 2nd ord
der (h) 3rd ord
der.

the top and
a the botttom layer. Ex
E field hass one more node in beetween the M
MGP (node)) and
resonatorr (higher am
mplitude). The
T currents are again in the samee direction for the 3rd order
thicknesss as shown in
i figure 2.8
8(e), where Ex
E has the ssame phase on the top aand bottom llayer.
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One more node of Ex field is included in between MGP (node) and resonator (higher amplitude).
We investigate the behavior of currents and Ex fields in thinfilm-spacer-MGP structure as shown
in figure 2.8(f, g, h). Both the currents and Ex fields show the similar behavior as that of the
crosswire-spacer-MGP structure except the amplitude of the Ex field. Ex field in the thinfilmspacer-MGP structure is less than that of crosswire-spacer-MGP because crosswire is the
resonator where as thinfilm is the homogeneous media.

2.9 Density of States Calculation
Density of state of cavity, which is the function of frequency, is defined as:
∆

(2.24)

∆

Where ∆

is the full width of half maximum (FWHM) of the resonance peak,

the cavity,

is the resonant frequency of the cavity and

absorber, ∆

2 ∆

317.6

and

2

2
2

5.29

33.6

is the incident frequency. For
2

,

is the Volume of

2

50.54

0.09 μ ^3, Where period of the structure is 2 μm . To find the

density of state of the resonator only, after removing the metal ground plane (MGP), the
crosswire resonator with thick dielectric is simulated and its thickness for which electric field is
decreased to less than 10% is measured to be 0.5μm. Hence for the resonator, ∆
2
2

38.8

243.8

,

2

2

66.97

420.8

2 ∆
and

2

0.09 μ ^3. The density of states for the absorber, resonator and the enhancement factor due

to the cavity are shown in figure 2.9. The enhancement in the density of states is found to be 80
at the resonance of the absorber.
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Figure 2.9
9 Density of states of (a) Crosswire
C
absorber (b) Crrosswire resonnator only. (cc) Enhancement of
density off states of abssorber over resonator.
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2.10 Analysis of Multiple Resonances
There are two types of resonances occurring at the perfect absorber; one is the FP resonance
produced by the cavity and another is the plasmonic resonance produced by the oscillating
current of the resonator. Therefore it is important to investigate the type of resonances involved
to create the particular resonance peaks. To achieve this goal, we perform the simulation of the
absorber by sweeping the spacer thickness from 0.09 μm to 4.59 μm. Figure 2.10 shows the
colorplot of reflection of the absorber as a function of spacer thickness. To determine the
plasmonic modes, Currents on the resonator surface are plotted by applying the incident electric
field along X-direction. To determine the FP modes, Ex fields are plotted along z-direction in the
spacer cavity. From the results of the mode profiles, the resonant peaks are assigned with the
indices (i,j), where i and j represent the FP mode and plasmonic modes respectively. The same
order of FP modes is of two types; one has the Ex field less than
denoted by (-) sign and other has Ex field more than

4 in one of the section

4 in one of the section which is denoted

by (+) sign. For the ultrathin thickness of 0.09um, perfect absorption is achieved for our
absorber. At this spacer thickness, Current mode and FP modes for the first two peaks are shown
in the figure 2.10. The current on the resonator at first peak around 6 um is the dipole mode with
maximum current at the center and zero current at the edges described by

2 mode. X-

component of electric field (Ex) shows standing wave with node at MGP and higher amplitude at
the resonator which is called 1st order FP mode (1-). Hence this peak is represented by the mode
((1-), 2 ). The second peak has 3 2 plasmonic mode and 1st order FP mode, so it is represented
by ((1-), 3 2 ) mode. As the spacer thickness increases, ((1-), 2 ) mode is red shifted and
quickly disappears. The second peak also red shifted but the amplitude decreases slowly,
disappear at around 0.7 um and reappear ((1+), 2 ) mode. From
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0.81 µm to

1.35 µm,

Figure 2.1
10 Color plott of Reflectio
on of wire-sp
pacer-MGP abbsorber with sweeping thee spacer thickkness.
Each of th
he resonant peak
p
is assign
ned with the indices (i,j), where i reprresents the orrder of Fabry--perot
(FP) reson
nance and j represents
r
thee order of thee plasmonic rresonance. (--) and (+) siggn in FP resonance
representss the mode with
w less than 4 and more than 4.C
Currents profi
file on the ressonator for the first
two peakss at 1st FP ressonance are shown
s
with arrrows at the bbottom of thee figure and E
Ex field for thhe 1st,
nd
rd
d
2 and 3 order FP ressonances are shown
s
to the right.

The first three peaks are assigned as ((1+), 2 ), ((2-), 3 2 ) and ((22+), 3 2 ). A
At
((1+), 2 ) mode disappears
d
an
nd ((2- ), 2 ) mode appears forr
resonance peak. If we
w follow th
he resonancee modes for

1.53
3 µm,

1.53 µm as the first

2.07 µm, the firsst four modees are

found as ((2- ), 2 ),
) ((2+), 2 ), ((3- ), 2 ), ((3+), 2 ) as shownn in figure 22.10. The seecond
k ((2+), 2 ) becomes weaker
w
as thee
order resonance peak

increasess and disapppears at

3.15

3.3
33 µm and becomes sstronger wheen

µm. Thaat peak appears as ((3-- ), 2 ) affter
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4.05 µm are found as ((3-

increases. The first four resonance peaks at third order thickness

), 2 ), ((3+), 2 ), ((4- ), 2 ), and ((4+), 2 ). All those resonance peaks are summarized in
figure 2.10.
To understand the detail behavior of the resonance peaks, the mode profiles of the peaks are
studied at various thickness of the spacer in the cavity of the absorber. X-components of the
electric field (Ex) are plotted along the Z-direction in the dielectric spacer from the bottom
surface of the resonator to the top surface of the MGP. As a representative mode profile, spacer
2.07 µm is taken. Reflection of the absorber as a function of wavelength is

thickness

plotted in the figure 2.11(a). The first five resonance peaks are at the resonant wavelengths of
5.88 µm, 3.57 µm, 2.73 µm, 2.46 µm and 1.85 µm respectively. At
component of electric field (Ex) has completed one

5.88 µm, X-

2 mode and extra very small mode

corresponding to the ultrathin 1st order spacer thickness as shown in figure 2.11(b). Hence we
call it 2nd

(-)

order FP resonance. From the current profile, all the peaks show

Therefore, the resonance peak at
µm, Ex has completed one

5.88 µm is represented by ((2- ), 2 ) mode. At

2 mode and an extra mode with more than

2.11(c). This mode is designated as ((2+), 2 ). At
modes and an extra mode with less than
as ((3- ), 2 ). At
than

3.57

4 as shown in figure

2.73 µm, Ex has completed two

2

4 as shown in figure 2.11(d). This mode is designated

2.46 µm, Ex has completed two

2 modes and an extra mode with more

4 as shown in figure 2.11(e). This mode is designated as ((3+),

has completed three

2 behavior.

2 modes and an extra mode with less than

2 ). At

1.85 µm, Ex

4 as shown in figure 2.11(f).

This mode is designated as ((4- ), 2 ). In this way, we can investigate the mode profile of the all
the peaks.
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Figure 2.1
11 (a) reflectiion of the abssorber at the 2nd order spaccer thickness at
2.07
7 . X-compponent
of the eleectric field (E
Ex) profile in the dielectricc spacer alonng Z-directionn in between the top surfaace of
MGP and
d bottom surfaace of resonaator at the ressonant waveleengths of (b)
m (c)
3.5
57 µm
5.88 µm
(d)
2..73 µm (e)
2.46 µm and
a (f)
1.85
1
µm. Herre incident ellectric field iss applied alonng Xdirection.
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2.11 Summary:
In this work, we investigate the mechanism of perfect absorber by using three layer model and
describe the propagation of EM wave through each of the multilayer structure. The resonance
mode is verified as a Fabry-perot (FP) cavity mode and the perfect absorption condition is
explained by satisfying the amplitude and phase condition simultaneously. We are able to extract
the effective permittivity of the Single layer thin film which works on impedance matching
condition and Circuit model, and both the values are precisely overlap each other. However,
these models cannot explain the ultrathin spacer of the absorber but we are able to explain it by
using three layer model. Hence three layer model has helped to design the perfect absorber
precisely and can explain its mechanism theoretically. Furthermore, the resonator is modelled as
a homogeneous thin film characterized by the effective permittivity and effective permeability
and produced the same result as the original structure. We found that the density of states of the
absorber is enhanced by the factor of 80 compared to the resonator. We verified the angular
independence of the absorber for the original structure as well as single layer entire film and
thinfilm-spacer-MGP structure for both TE and TM EM wave. This modelling can be used to
design the optoelectronic devices such as photodetector, Infrared sensors, etc.
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3. A LARGE-AREA MUSHROOM-CAPPED PLASMONIC PERFECT ABSORBER:
REFRACTIVE INDEX SENSING AND FABRY-PEROT CAVITY MECHANISM
Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in peer reviewed ojurnal paper(K.
Bhattarai, Z. Ku, S. Silva, J. Jeon, J. O. Kim, S. J. Lee, et al., "A Large-Area, Mushroom-Capped
Plasmonic Perfect Absorber: Refractive Index Sensing and Fabry-Perot Cavity Mechanism,"
Advanced Optical Materials, vol. 3, pp. 1779-1786, 2015 2015) and have been reproduced with
the permission from the publisher.

In most plasmon resonance based sensor to date, only the surface of the sensor is accessible to
the gas or liquid as the sensing target. In this work, we have demonstrated an interferometriclithographically fabricated, large-area mushroom-capped plasmonic perfect absorber whose
dielectric spacer is partially removed by a reactive-ion-etch process, thereby enabling the liquid
to permeate into the sensitive region to a refractive index change. Our findings demonstrate
experimentally and numerically that etching the spacer below the metamaterial resonator
increases the spectral shift of the resonance wavelengths as the surrounding refractive index
changes. The sensitivity and the figure of merit (FOM*), as the measure of the sensor
performance are significantly improved. We show that the plasmonic perfect absorber can be
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understood as a Fabry-Perot cavity bounded by a “resonator” mirror and metallic film, where the
former exhibits a “quasi-open” boundary condition and leads to the characteristic feature of
subwavelength thickness.

3.1 Introduction
Recently, using localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) for biochemical sensing has
attracted tremendous interest [93-97]. The LSPR rises from collective oscillations of electrons
when the incident light interacts with metallic nanoparticles or patterned planar nanostructures
[41, 98, 99]. The resonance wavelength depends on the size, shape and composition of the
nanostructure, and is sensitive to the refractive index of surrounding material. When the LSPR
structures are placed in liquid or gas environment, the change of surrounding refractive index
causes the spectral shift of the resonance wavelength. In particular, most organic molecules have
a higher refractive index than buffer solution, thus as the concentration of these molecules rises,
the local refractive index increases, thereby red-shifting the resonance wavelength. The spectral
shift of resonance results in the change of the transmission, reflection or absorption spectrum,
which can be monitored by inexpensive spectrometry [70, 93-96, 100-102]. However, strong
induced electric current in these plasmonic resonators also leads to significant ohmic loss [41,
98, 99], which gives rise to the broadening of the resonance spectrum with low quality factor (Qfactor) and thus degrade the performance of the sensor characterized by a figure of merit FOM*.
Over the years, numerous efforts have been made to improve the performance of plasmon based
sensor, for example using high Q-factor Fano resonance induced by coupling of surface plasmon
polariton and LSPR [102] and reducing the substrate effect by lifting the LSPR resonators [103].
Among the efforts, it has been demonstrated that the metamaterial perfect absorbers (MPA) can
be used to significantly increase the Q-factor and thus improve the FOM* [70, 80]. The MPA is
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a recently developed branch of metamaterial which exhibits nearly unity absorption within
certain frequency range [60, 62-64, 77, 104]. The optically thin MPA possesses characteristic
features of angular-independence, high Q-factor and strong field localization that have inspired a
wide range of applications including electromagnetic (EM) wave absorption [65, 66, 77], spatial
[64] and spectral [63] modulation of light [105], selective thermal emission[105], thermal
detecting[68] and refractive index sensing for gas [69] and liquid [70, 80] targets. The MPA is
typically comprised of three layers: a metallic resonators layer, e.g. cross-type resonators [84,
105], split-ring resonators [77] or metallic nanoparticles [73], and a highly reflective layer, e.g.
metallic film [73, 77, 84, 105] or metallic mesh grid [77], separated by a subwavelength-thick
dielectric film (spacer). The impedance matching between MPA and free space, and high
attenuation of light inside the MPA result in the perfect absorption [77]. In the sensing
application, the spectral shift of perfect absorption peak is attributed to the refractive index
change of gas [69] or liquid [70, 80]. However, the gas or liquid used as the sensing target has
been so far only on the surface of the MPA-based sensors [69, 70, 80], which implies that we
have overlooked the space under the resonators - the most sensitive region responding to a
refractive index change of surrounding medium. It has been shown that the spectral shift of
LSPR can be effectively increased by lifting the resonator from the substrate through a dielectric
pillar [103]. Following the similar concept, we demonstrate that the sensing performance of
MPA-based sensor, both the sensitivity and the FOM*, can be largely improved by using a
mushroom-capped architecture created by etching away the dielectric spacer along lateral
direction. Thus the most sensitive region inside the MPA structure can be accessible to gas or
liquid sensing target.
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Figure 3.1
1 (a) Geometrry of a unit ceell of metamaaterial perfect absorber (MP
PA) structuree without etchhing
dielectric spacer.( b) A unit cell of mushroom-ca
m
apped MPA w
with over-etchhed dielectric spacer
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nding to the sample shown
n in (f)). Scan
nning electronn miscroscoppy (SEM) imaages of the sam
mples
etched by
y O2 plasma reeactive-ion-ettch for (c) 0 s, (d) 45 s, (e) 90 s, and (f) 135 s.
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00 nm thickk layer of A
Au as the ddielectric sppacer,
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d by a layer of negative--tone photorresist. Interfe
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Au was deposited on
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processing. This resulted in an array of elliptical Au disks atop the BARC layer, which leads to
the MPA structure (p =800 nm, a = 570 nm, b = 375 nm, tm = 30 nm, ts = 50 nm, tgnd = 100 nm)
as shown in Figure 3.1(a,c). Starting from this conventional MPA structure, we create a
mushroom-capped structure (as illustrated in Figure 3.1(b)) by additional fabrication processing:
a predominately anisotropic O2 plasma reactive-ion-etch (RIE) with slight isotropic component
was carried out to remove the BARC-spacer laterally at a slower speed than that of etching
downward. Various etching time was used to remove different amount of spacer depicted in
Figure 3.1(d-f). Specifically, Figure 3.1(d) represents a sample with ≈50% etch-depth (verticallyetched spacer) and a small etch-bias (laterally-etched spacer) after an etch time of 45 s. As
shown in Figure 3.1(e), ≈100% etch-depth and evident etch-bias were developed after 90 s,
namely that the spacer between the disks has been completely removed and the remaining spacer
only exists under the disk. With longer etching time (135 s), the remaining spacer under the disks
becomes narrower due to more etch-bias shown in Figure 3.1(f). As will discuss later, filling the
liquid into the RIE-etched spacer region between Au elliptical disk and Au film allows to
increase the spectral shift of resonance wavelength, thereby improving the sensitivity. The
detailed processing sequence is explained below.
The processing steps for the large-area mushroom capped metasurfaces were as follows. (A)
BK7 glass substrate (1×1 in2) was cleaned with piranha solution with a volume concentration
ratio of H2SO4/H2O2 of 4:1 to remove any residual organic contamination, followed by
dehydration processing on 150°C on hotplate for 6 min. (B) A 100 nm thick blanket layer of gold
(Au) was deposited on cleaned BK7 glass substrate as ground plane or mirror. (C) A bottom antireflection coating (BARC) (Brewer Science: i-CON-7, i-CON-16) for i-line lithography was
spun onto a 100 nm thick layer of Au at 3K rpm or 5K rpm for 30 s and oven baked at 175°C for
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3 min; neegative-tonee photoresistt (Futurrex: NR7-500P)
N
was spread atop BARC
C layer at 4K
K rpm
for 30 s and
a hotplatee-baked at 15
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was used to m
make
different structure off BARC betw
ween metal plates.
p

Figure 3.2 Schematic view of fabriication procedure
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The samples with different etching time were measured through a Nicolet Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (FTIR). Figure 3.3(a,b) show the measured reflectance spectra for
normally incident x-polarized (incidence light polarized with the E-field parallel to the major
axis of elliptical disk) and y-polarized (incidence light polarized with the E-field parallel to the
minor axis of elliptical disk) light for the samples etched by 0 s (black), 45 s (red), 90 s (green),
and 135 s (blue). Because of the presence of 100 nm thick Au film, the transmission is totally
eliminated across the entire wavelength regime of interest. Therefore, strong resonances with low
reflectance observed for all samples imply the high absorption of incident light by the MPA, A =
1 – R. It is shown in Figure 3.3(a) (Figure 3.3(b)) that the resonance shifts towards shorter
wavelength from ~2.52 μm to ~2.09 μm (from ~1.8 μm to ~1.47 μm) as the RIE-etching time
increases. As the spacer is gradually removed, the refractive index of this region decreases from
1.7 (spacer) to 1 (air). The resulting large blue-shift indicates that the resonance wavelength is
very sensitive to the refractive index change of materials filled in the etched region. The
spectrally-shifting trend (blue-shift) can be understood using the LC-circuit model for the disk
resonator [107], where the resonance wavelength is proportional to the square root of the
dielectric constant of surrounding material. As the dielectric spacer is gradually etched away, the
effective capacitance decreases, resulting in the blue-shift of resonance wavelength. Another
interesting property seen in Figure 3.3(a,b) is the rate of the blue-shift (the amount of spectral
shift Δλ per unit etching time), which is initially large but becomes smaller as the etching time
increases. In Figure 3.3(a) the resonance wavelengths for 0 s, 45 s, 90 s and 135 s etching time
are ≈2.52 μm, ≈ 2.33 μm, ≈2.14 μm and ≈ 2.09 μm, respectively. The corresponding spectral
shifts Δλ caused by every 45 s etching time are ≈ 0.19 μm, ≈ 0.19 μm, and ≈ 0.05 μm,
respectively. The decreasing blue-shift rate is due to the strong localization of the resonant
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electric field under the edge of the disk, as will be discussed later in Figure 3.4, thereby making
this region more sensitive to the refractive index change than the central region. Thus, as the
dielectric spacer around and under the edge of the disk is removed by 45s and 90s etching
(Figure 3.1(d, e)), the resonance wavelength shifts more than the etching between 90s and 135s
(Figure 3.1(f)), which only laterally removes remaining spacer in the central region of the unit
cell.
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Figure 3.3 FTIR-measured reflectance of structures with different RIE etching times for (a) x-polarized,
(b) y-polarized and (c) unpolarized incidence. The corresponding simulated reflectance with a variety of
etch-depth Δt and etch-bias Δx under (d) x-polarized, (e) y-polarized and (f) unpolarized illumination. The
over-etched sample (135s etching, structure shown in Figure 1f) was used to measure the reflectance for
unpolarized light before (magenta) and after (cyan) applying water to the sample.

To better understand the resonance behavior of the mushroom-capped MPA structure we
performed numerical simulations using CST Microwave Studio [108] for various etch-depth
(vertically-etched spacer, Δt) and etch-bias (laterally-etched spacer, Δx). In our simulations, we
implemented the structure illustrated in Figure 3.1(b) with the unit cell boundary condition. The
simulations use a finite element method to solve Maxwell‘s equations and provide results
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including the electromagnetic field and scattering parameters. The geometrical parameters of the
structure are as follows: periodicity (p) = 800 nm, major axis (2a) = 570 nm, minor axis (2b) =
375 nm, thickness of gold disk (tm) = 30 nm, thickness of dielectric spacer (ts) = 50 nm, thickness
of gold mirror (tgnd) = 100 nm. The dielectric constant of the spacer is taken as ϵ
loss tangent tanδ

ϵ /ϵ

2.89 with

0.04 (ϵ and ϵ are the real part and the imaginary part of the

permittivity, respectively). The Au is defined by a Drude model with plasma frequency ωp = 9.02
eV and scattering frequency ωc = 0.027 eV [109]. The overall agreement between experimental
and simulated reflectance is apparent from Figure 3.3, however the discrepancy in reflectance
intensity is probably due to imperfections and variations of the structure size in the fabrication.
To test the response of the sample under unpolarized light, we measured the reflectance spectra
of the over-etched sample (Figure 3.1(f)) by a Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 UV/Vis
spectrophotometer with an installed de-polarization module. The measured results and
corresponding simulations are shown in Figure 3.3(c) and 3.3(f), respectively. The magenta and
cyan curves (as results of a proof of concept) show the reflectance before and after dipping the
sample into water. We carefully removed residual water on the surface by covering the sample
with a Kim wipes under a coverslip for 10 minutes, so that no water on the surface can be
visually observed. With water applied, the resonance wavelength under the x (y)-polarization is
shifted by Δλ ≈ 210 nm (≈ 160 nm), respectively, which is increased by a factor of ≈1.88 (≈1.43)
compared to the shift of Δλ ≈ 112 nm reported in ref. [70], where the dielectric spacer is not
etched. The relative spectral shifts, (Δλ /λair)x ≈ 0.106 and (Δλ /λair)y ≈ 0.107 are improved by a
factor of ≈1.51 and ≈1.53 compared to (Δλ /λair) ≈ 0.07 from ref. [70]. The improvement of the
spectral shift attributes to the mushroom-capped MPA design, which allows water to enter the
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etched region around and under the disk edges, i.e. the most sensitive region for the refractive
index change.
The elliptical Au disks act as dipole resonators and result in LSPR as they interact with the
incident EM wave [41, 110]. Figure 3.4(a) shows the electric current on the Au disk and the Au
film at the resonance wavelength for normally incident x-polarized light. Here the current refers
1 /

to the polarization current,

where

is the relative permittivity

of Au given by the Drude model. The current on the Au disk shows a typical half-wavelength
dipole resonance mode with the maximum amplitude at the center and the minimum at the ends
of the disk. Correspondingly, the surface charge density

reaches the maximum at the ends and

the minimum at the center. The current on the Au film (Figure 3.4(b)) also shows a dipole
resonance mode but with opposite phase. The opposite charges (depicted as +/- in Figure 3.4
(a,b)) maximized at the ends excite strong localized electric field along the vertical direction,
/

), where

is the dielectric constant of the region between Au disk and Au film.

The amplitude of excited electric field follows the same distribution as the surface charges,
which is maximized at the ends and decreases quickly to almost zero towards the center as
shown in Figure 3.4(c). Since the localized electric field is mainly along the vertical direction,
the Au disk and the Au film form a parallel capactior with the capacitance of
where

/

is the effective area to take account for the effect of nonuniform distributions of the

charge and the electric field. Since both charge and the electric field are maximum at the edges
of the disk, the area of this region dominates the effective capacitance. Therefore, when liquid or
gas sensing target enter the region under the edge of the disk, the capacitance changes
significantly due to the change of

, and thereby shifting the resonance wavelength.
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Figure 3.4
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≫

′′
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ve interferen
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interference mechanism and a transfer matrix method, we obtain the phase and the amplitude
conditions for the perfect absorption. Analying these conditions, we reinterpret the MPA
structure as a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity bounded by a “resonator” mirror and a metallic film. The
FP model can explain some characteristic features of MPA. In particular, the “quasi-open”
boundary conditon of the “resonator” mirrors leads to ultra-thin thickness of the MPA.
Our MPA structure consists of a disk-tpye resonators layer and an Au film separated by a
dielectric spacer layer. The disk resonators can be considered as a homogenous metasurface with
resoant effective electric and magnetic surface susceptibilities [76]. Using a transfer matrix
method, the overall reflection of the MPA can be obtained by multiplying the transfer matrix of
each layer, M = M1 · M2 · M3, as given below and with more detail shown in ref. [76]. The same
equation is also obtained in ref. [75] through a multiple reflection approach.

(3.1)

In equation (1),

and

are the reflection coefficients of the Au disk metasurface from front

(air) and back (dielectric spacer) side, respectively.

1 is the reflection coefficient of the

Au film (mirror). β = ns · k · ds is the propagating phase term in the spacer, where ns, ds and k are
the refractive index, thickness of the spacer, and the wave vector in vacuum, respectively.
, where t12 and t21 are the transmission coefficients through the Au disk along
forward (air-disk-spacer) and backward (spacer-disk-air) directions, and

and

are the

reflection coefficients from the Au disk to air and spacer, respectively. Figure 3.5(a) shows that
the simulated reflectances using the entire MPA structure and calculated by Equation 3.1 match
very well, where r12, r21, t21 and t12 in Equation 3.1 are obtained from the simualtion of the airdisk-spacer structure. Although α is strictly equal to 1 at the interface between two homogenous
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medium,

1 for the metasurface (especially around the resonance wavelength) as shown in

Figure 3.5(b). This is caused by the structral asymmetry in forward and backward directions of
the air-disk-spacer structure. The perfect absorption, i.e. r = 0, requires the following phase and
amplitude conditions:
|

|

| |
2

(3.2)
2

, | |

0,1,2, …

(3.3)

The phase and the amplitude terms of above equations are numerically simulated and plotted in
Figure 3.5(b,c). We can see from Figure 3.5(b) that the amplitude of r12 and α reach the same
value at the resonance wavelength, satisfying the amplitude condition. Figure 3.5(c) shows that
2 , reaches zero (gray line) as predicted in the phase

the phase term,
condition for

0. Note that an absorption peak always shows up when the the phase condition

is reached, but the perfect absorption only occurs when both amplitude and phase conditions are
fulfilled simultaneously.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Reflectances calculated (balck dashed line) by Equation 1and simulated using the whole
MPA structure (red solid line). (b) The amplitude of r12 (blue) and (red). (c) The phase terms in
ϕ α
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(green),
(red), and 2β (black), respectively.
Equation 3: θ ϕ r

Equation (3.3) shows that the absorption peak reappears at the same wavelength when the
propagating phase term β increases by

. This has been confirmed by numerical simulaiton (not

showing here). Increasing the phase term
thickness by half of the wavelength,

by
/2

corresponds to an increment of the spacer
/ 2

, where

is the real part of the

refractive index of the spacer, λ0 and λs are the resonance wavelengths in the free space and the
spacer, respectively. The characteristic

/2 increment indicates that the MPA is a FP cavity

bounded by the resonator metasurface and Au film where the former can be viewed as a
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“resonator” mirror [111] at wavelengths around its resonance. Specifically, the resonator
metasurface can be considered as a surface with very large electric surface susceptibility [76],
which leads to high reflection with phase
phase of

in contrast to a metallic mirror with reflection

. The EM waves reflected at metasurface and Au film form resonant standing waves

inside the cavity and thereby leading to the complete absorption. The general expression for the
size of the cavity, i.e., the thickness of the spacer, can be written as

/2 , where m

is the order of the FP resonance modes and ts0 is the thickness for the first order resonance.
Remarkably, the first order thickness in a MPA is much smaller than the distance between two
mirrors in a typical FP cavity. For instance, in the unetched structure with resonace at 2.5 μm
shown in Figure 3.3(a,c), ts0 = 50 nm ≈ λs/30. The reason for the ultra-thin thickness is that, as
mentioned above, the “resontor” mirror in MPA forms a “quasi-open” boundary condition with
the reflection phase of

(see red curve in Figure 3.5(c)), which is slightly larger than
≪ . According to the phase condition in Equation 3.3, at the

, i.e.,

/2. So the thickness can be

pefect absorbing wavelength,
derived as
/4 ≪

/2

/4

. The first order thickness for

/4, which is much smaller than the size of

0 is given by

/2 for a regualr Fabry-Perot cavity

boundary between two metallic mirrors.

3.4 Mushroom-Capped Structure as the Refractive Index Sensor
We perform numerical simulations to examine the feasibility of our mushroom-capped MPA
structure operating as the refractive index sensor. We find that the spectral shift of resonance is
larger when the dielectric constant of the spacer is low. Our simulations show that the sensitivity
η = Δλ /Δn (in nm per refractive index unit [93]) increases from ≈ 2000 nm/RIU to ≈2500
nm/RIU as the dielectric constant of the spacer decreases from 9 to 1.9. In the following
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discussion, we take MgF2 (with the dielectric constant of 1.9 and a loss tangent 0.0027) as the
spacer in simulations, which is also used elsewhere [74, 112] when low dielectric constant is
preferred. The perfect absorption for x-polarized light is obtained with parameters p = 875 nm,
2a = 850 nm, 2b = 300 nm, tm = 20 nm, ts = 60 nm, and tgnd = 100 nm. Considering the feasibility
of current nanofabrication technique, we use Δx = 90 nm and Δt = 60 nm as the laterally- and
vertically-etched amount for the mushroom-capped structure. As shown in Figure 3.6(a), our
simulation shows that the resonance wavelength shifts ≈ 29% (from the black to the blue curves)
after applying water onto the surface and inside the etched region between Au disk and Au film.
This leads to the sensitivity of η ≈2513 nm/RIU. This value is significantly larger than the
sensors based on circular disk (400 nm/RIU) [70], isotropic spiral metamaterials (410 nm/RIU)
[113], complementary split ring resonators (210 nm/RIU) [114], nanohole rectangular array (396
nm/RIU) [115], sensor based on EIT metamaterial (588 nm/RIU) [116], but less than nanorod
sensor (more than 30,000 nm/RIU) [117]. In addition to the spectral shift, our plasmonic cavity
sensor can also detect the relative intensity change Δ

/

. When air (n = 1) is replaced by

water (n = 1.312), reflectance increases from ~ 0 to ≈ 0.88 at wavelength ≈ 2.71 μm, denoted by
a dash-dot black line in Figure 3.6(a), which is ~190% improvement as compared to the result
(reflectance increases from ≈ 0 to ≈ 0.46 at wavelength ≈ 1.6 µm) reported in ref. [70]. Using
water as a reference medium, reflectance increases from ≈ 0 to ≈ 0.94 at the resonance
wavelength ≈ 3.49 μm, denoted by a dash-dot blue line in Figure 3.6(a).
This structure can be also used to detect small changes in the refractive index of liquid such as
glucose solutions. The blue to the orange curves in Figure 3.6(a) show the simulated reflectance
spectra of 0% to 25% glucose solutions whose refractive indices vary from 1.312 to 1.352 with a
step of 0.01, when water is used as the reference medium. When we compare water (n = 1.312)
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and glucose solution (n = 1.352), the sensitivity is ≈ 2508 nm/RIU and the reflectance increases
from ≈ 0 to ≈ 0.13 at ≈ 3.49 μm and from ≈ 0 to ≈ 0.14 at ≈ 3.59 µm (compared to around 0.02 at
≈1.71 μm in ref. [70]).
∗

A figure of merit introduced by J. Becker,

max| Δ

/

/Δ | [118], can be used to

describe the performance of detecting the intensity change. To avoid unrealistic large FOM*
values due to

~0 around the perfect absorbing wavelength, we use the average intensity on

two curves for n=1.312 and n=1.322. However, this treatment, also used in ref. [70], imposes an
∗

upper limit to the FOM*, i.e.,

⋅ max

. Figure 3.6(b) shows the

/

FOM* as the refractive index changes from 1.312 (blue curve) to 1.322 (red curve), where
0.01 and the upper limit for FOM* is 200. We obtain the FOM* value of 179.23 (the
maximum value of the dashed curve), which is close to the upper limit and is improved
compared to previous result of FOM∗

120 reported in ref. [70].
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Figure 3.6 (a) Simulated reflectance spectra for the sample in air (black), water (blue) and in glucose
solution (red to orange) environment; (b) Calculated FOM* as the refractive index of glucose solution
changes from 1.312 (blue) to 1.322 (red).
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3.5 Summary
We have fabricated a large-area, uniform, low-cost plasmonic optical cavity based liquid
refractive index sensor by interferometric lighography and a reactive-ion-etch process. With the
dielectric spacer partially etched away to allow sensing target enter the etched region, the
spectral shift induced by the refractive index change is significantly increased. This largely
improves the sensitivity compared to the existing MPA based sensors. We have also developed a
Fabry-Perot model to reinterpret the perfect absorption. Our simulations show that Q-factor is
also increased and thereby improving the FOM*.
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4. VERSATILITY OF ANTIREFLECTION USING LOW LOSS METAL DISK ARRAY
METASURFACE

Conventionally, antireflection on a homogeneous media is achieved by depositing quarter
wavelength thick dielectric coating of appropriate refractive index. But it is very difficult to find
the appropriate dielectric at all the wavelength region required. We have proposed metal disk
array (MDA) as a metasurface deposited on the top of dielectric coating with arbitrary refractive
index to get zero reflection. The size and shape of the MDA can be adjusted to get antireflection
at any desirable wavelength. Resonance of the resonator is always associated with the loss that
decreases the performance of the optoelectronic devices. But we have proved numerically that
the loss of the MDA at resonant wavelength is zero. With an improved retrieval method, the
metasurface is proved to exhibit a high effective permittivity
loss

18.4 and extremely low

0.005 . A classical thin-film AR coating mechanism is identified through

analytical derivations and numerical simulations.

4.1 Introduction
Whenever there is a difference of refractive index between two media, some fraction of the
incident wave is reflected. The performance of the optoelectronic devices is reduced by the
undesired reflection. To reduce the reflection, a layer of quarter-wavelength-thick dielectric
coating has been used conventionally. The destructive interference of the light reflected from the
top and bottom surfaces of the coating layer results to the antireflection at specific wavelength.
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Two Antireflection (AR) conditions have to be satisfied to completely eliminate the reflection,
/4, where

and
coating material,
and

and

/

is the thickness of the coating layer,
and

/

are the impedances,

is the wavelength in the
and

are permittivities,

are permeabilities of the coating material and substrate, respectively. However,

due to the lack of coating material with accurate impedance at wavelengths of practical
applications, a perfect elimination of reflection is usually unachievable. Metamaterials (MMs)
are artificially structured materials that provide the tunable effective permittivity and effective
permeability by varying their geometric design, thereby capable of achieving the required AR
impedance matching conditions. In this work, in addition to the dielectric coating, a metallic disk
array (MDA) is added on the top of dielectric coating thereby producing destructive interference
of light. Here the MDA acts as the resonator and generates dispersive refractive index.

4.2 Results and Discussion
To get antireflection, we start the numerical simulation of the BCB layer as Anti-reflection
coating

material on GaAS substrate. We performed numerical simulations using CST

Microwave Studio[108], which utilizes a finite integration technique to obtain the solutions of
the Maxwell’s equations. The advantages of BCB include, highly transparent, a lower dielectric
constant, low tangent loss at high frequency, good adhesion to substrate and metal conductor,
high-planarization level and lower dissipation factor. It also possesses low water absorption, low
stress formation, a shorter cure time and a lower cure temperature[119]. Those properties of BCB
make it very reliable and advantageous dielectrics in electronic industry for many applications
such as multichip modules, optical interconnect micro machines, flat panel display, interlayer
dielectrics etc. The optimized Parameters used in the numerical simulation to get minimum
reflection at resonance of 6

are as follows: periodicity
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1.8

, thickness of

0.95

BCB

2.3716 , permittivity of GaAs substrate

, permittivity of BCB

11.56, and the thickness of GaAs

√ .

.

√

1

as shown in figure 4.1(a). Since,

), antireflection condition is not satisfied. Numerical simulation of

BCB-GaAs structure with those parameters achieves the minimum reflection ~20% as shown in
figure 4.1(d). Only the BCB layer is not sufficient to get zero reflection because the change in
thickness of the BCB changes the phase of the light only but not the amplitude. To change the
amplitude, we propose Metal Disk Array

on the top of BCB as shown in figure 4.1(b),

which acts as a dipole resonator thereby adding extra layer equivalent to the resonant high
refractive index[91]. That very high refractive index material is unavailable in nature. The
diameter of the MDA has the ability to change the amplitude and synchronizing with the BCB
thickness, both amplitude and phase conditions are satisfied to get zero reflection. The optimized
Parameters used in the numerical simulation to get zero reflection are as follows:
periodicity
MDA
1

1.8
0.66 ∙

,

thickness

of

the

0.05

MDA

, thickness of BCB

0.55

,

Diameter

of

the

, thickness of GaAs

. The reflection (black) and transmission (blue) and loss (red) are plotted in figure 4.1(e).

Since the reflection is reduced, the transmission is obviously increased compared to bare MDA.
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Figure 4.1
1 Illustration of
o (a) Anti reflection coatiing (ARC) wiith BCB layerr on GaAs subbstrate. (b) M
Metal
Disk Arraay (MDA) coaated on the to
op of BCB. (c)) MDA replacced by thin fiilm characteriized by its
effective permittivity
p
ε
and effeective permeaability μ . Reflection (bblack), transm
mission (blue) and
loss (red) correspondin
ng to (d) struccture a (e) stru
ucture b and ((f) structure c respectively..

To und
derstand thee mechanism of an
ntireflection,
permeabiility

Effective

Permittiviity

and

of
o the metallic layer (M
MDA) are oobtained froom retrieval procedure [120]

modified
d by introdu
ucing air on both sides of the resonnator[91] ass shown in ffigure 4.2(a)) and
4.2(b) resspectively. The
T resonancce of the MD
DA is at 3

. Real part of

is nnearly constaant at

around 0.9(close
0
to 1)
1 and imagiinary part is zero, our M
MDA (resonaator) is behaaving as a noormal
dielectricc material for
fo the magn
netic respon
nse. Resonaance is alwaays associatted with thee loss
thereby decreasing
d
the
t perform
mance of thee device; forr example ddecreasing tthe transmisssion.
Importan
nt fact in thiss design is th
hat the reson
nance waveleength of thee ARC(6
from thee resonance of the MDA
A(3

is extremely far

theereby produucing nearlyy zero loss(rred) as show
wn in

figure 4.1
1(e).
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Figure 4.2
2 Real (black)) and imaginaary (blue) partt of (a) Effecttive Permittivvity ε
andd (b) effectivee
permeabillity μ
of Metal
M
Disk Array
A
(MDA) deposited on the top of BC
CB using retrieval proceduure.

The MDA
A is modelleed as the thin
n film on thee top of BCB
B, characteriized by the rretrieved

and

and
d simulation
n is performed replacing
g MDA by the thin film
m having saame thickneess of
0.05

as that of MDA
M
(figure 4.1(c)). Thee thin film nnow acts as tthe dielectric with dispeersive

permittiv
vity and perrmeability. The
T simulattion results for reflectioon (black) aand transmiission
(blue) off the thin film
m exactly ov
verlap with the originall reflection aand transmisssion of MD
DA as
shown in
n figure 4.1((f). In most of the appliication, the rresonance bbehavior of tthe nanostruucture
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has drawbacks due to the loss part involved at the target wavelength. In this work, to avoid the
resonance of the MDA with the ARC wavelength, the size of the MDA is so adjusted that the
resonance of the MDA 3

is very far from the resonance 6

of the Antireflection

coating (ARC). As a result, loss of the thin film (red) is very low (nearly to zero) at the
resonance resembling with the loss of MDA.
To make our understanding of the resonator (MDA) more relevant; for example, why the size of
MDA has to be a particular value of

0.66 ∙ , the thin film is modelled as a dielectric of

constant permittivity. Numerical simulation by sweeping several permittivity values has revealed
that zero reflection at 6

is matched when the permittivity value of 18.4(black) as shown in

figure 4.3(a). Then we analyze the permittivity of MDA in the retrieval result (figure 4.2(a)) at
6

, its value come to be exactly 18.4. Hence, it explains that to get the zero reflection, the

MDA size on the top of BCB has to be exactly fitted that retrieves the necessary permittivity at
the resonance wavelength required. The mismatch of the reflection at off resonance with
dielectric (permittivity=18.4) is obvious because the permittivity of the MDA and thin film is
dispersive and great discrepancy in the region of resonance of the MDA 3
discrepancy is very low on the right side of the resonance 6

10

. However, the

because permittivity of

the dispersive MDA and thin film is almost constant being far side of the resonance of MDA.

4.3 Theory: Three Layer Model
Our MM based ARC consists of three layers; MDA, BCB and GaAS.We assume that Reflection
takes place effectively at the two interfaces;Air-BCB and BCB-GaAS. Zero reflection through
MM based ARC can be interpreted by using three layer model in which each layer is considered
as homogeneous meta-layer with effective electric permittivity and magnetic permeability.
Transfer Matrix method is adopted to write the transmission and reflection properties of each of
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the layer Air, BCB and GaAS referred by the indeces 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
By using a transfer matrix method, the overall reflection of the three layers can be obtained by
∙

multiplying the transfer matrix of each layer,

∙

, as given below with more detail

calculated from the final transfer matrix leads to the

shown in (Ref). Overall reflection ,
final expression

(4.1)

where,

and

are the reflection coefficients of the MDA metasurface from the front (air) and

back (BCB layer) side respectively.

is the propagating phase term in the BCB layer,where
is the wave vector in vacuum and
and

∙

is the reflection coefficient of the GaAS.

∙

is the refractive index of the BCB layer,

is the thickness of the BCB.

, where

are the transmission coefficients of MDA metasurface along forward (air-disk-BCB)

and backward (BCB-disk-air) directions. For a homogenous medium

1 strictly, for

1, around the resoance frequency. The same equation is also obtained

metasurface, however,

in [121] through a multiple reflection approach. Similar equation is derived in ref.[75]using
destructive interference. Other theories explaining Antireflection condition is the impedence
matching[122] and transmission Line model[45]. At antireflection condition, overall reflectance,
0 requires the following conditions for amplitude and phase:
|
.
where the coefficients

,

,

and

|

| .
2

|
2

(4.2)
1

, | |

0,1,2, ….

(4.3)

are obtained from simualtion of the air-MDA-BCB
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structure. Similarly,

is obtained from the simulation oof the BCB-G
GaAS structture.

Figure 4.3
3 Numerical results
r
of the three layer strructure (MDA
A-BCB-GaAss) using threee layer model
satisfying
g amplitude an
nd phase cond
ditions to get antireflectionn. (a) Reflectiion of the entiire structure
(MDA-BC
CB-GaAs) sim
mulated (blacck line), calcu
ulated from efffective impeddances of the multilayer fillms
(red dot liine), simulatio
on of the effeective thin film
m-BCB-GaAS
S structure (bblue dash-dot line) with thee thin
film descrribed by ε , and μ and
d simulation of
o thin film-BC
CB-GaAS wiith the thin fillm described by
constant dielectric
d
perm
mittivity of 18
8.4. (b) The amplitude
a
of r (black) annd r (blue). (c) The phasee
term in eq
quation (3) : θ ϕ r
ϕ α. R
2β (red), Phhase of r (piink), phase off R (black) and
the propag
gation phase term
t
in BCB,, 2β (blue). The
T brown dottted line show
ws the resonannt wavelengthh (6.2
μm).

Reflectio
on obtained by
b the simullation of the entire structture(black lline) and thee calculation from
the Equaation 4.1 (greeen) match very
v
well att the resonannce as show
wn in Figure 4.3(a). In F
Figure
4.3(b), we
w can see clearly thaat the amplitude of
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and

.

are equal at the resoonant

wavelength, satisfying the amplitude condition(equation 4.2). As shown in Figure 4.4(c), the
.

phase term,

2

crosses

(gray line), as predicted in the phase

condition (equation 3). It is important to point out that the phase condition can be matched by
changing the thickness of BCB only, since manupulating the thickness of BCB layer ( ) can
∙

arbitarily change the term

∙

to meet the phase condition but perfect zero reflection

can be achieved only when both amplitude and phase conditions are fulfilled simultaneously.
That can be achieved by changing the diameter of MDA (that changes the effective refractive
index of the coating) synchronized with the BCB thickness.
For normal non-magnetic dielectrics, permeability (μ) is equal to 1 but our metamaterial
structure contains resonator, μ is deviated from exactly one. Hence, it is noteworthy to explain
the zero reflection by introducing impedance of the each layer of the multi-layered structure.
Since we have 3 layers, thin film-BCB-GaAs enclosed in the air medium as shown in figure
4.1(c),

condition for antireflection can’t be applied. Hence, we assume the thin film

and BCB as a single layer with the equivalent reflection coefficient

and

for the first two

layers (thin film-BCB compound structure) as shown in figure 4.4(a) by using equation 1 in the
form shown below.

,

Where,

,

(4.4)

and

.

,

and

are the impedances of the air,

MM layer and BCB respectively. Here lower case r represents the reflection coefficient from the
individual layer and upper case R represents the reflection coefficient from the combined thin
film and BCB layer.

1 For homogeneous media and propagation phase term in MM layer,
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∙

∙

.

Reflection coefficient

for the BCB-GaAs surface (figure 4.4(b)) is calculated as:

(4.5)

Where,

is the impedance of the GaAs layer.

Using calculated

,

and

above, total reflection from the entire structure R is

calculated using equation 4.1 as

, where

∙

∙

as shown in

figure 4.3 (a) (red dotted line). It is matched with the reflection obtained from the numerical
simulation of MDA (black line) in the entire wavelength region (2-10µm), even in the resonant
region of the MDA. It explains that our retrieval result of the permittivity, permeability and the
impedance of the MM layer are precisely correct and calculation of the reflection using three
layer model works perfectly not only for the homogeneous media but also for the resonant
structure.
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Figure 4.4
4 (a) Schemattic diagram off reflections and
a transmisssions through each of the M
MM layer, BC
CB
and GaAss. R and R are the effecctive total refflection from the combinedd MM and BC
CB layer from
m the
front side and back side respectively
y calculated by
b equation 4..4 using Impeedances of Aiir (Z ), MM laayer
(Z ) and BCB
B
(Z ). (b)) R is calculated by using
g impedancess of BCB (Z ) and GaAs (Z
Z ).

4.4 Angu
ular Indepeendence of Reflection
R
The incident electro
omagnetic wave
w
may not
n be alwayys normal tto the struccture in practical
applicatio
ons. Therefo
ore, it is im
mportant to in
nvestigate hhow the antiireflection w
works for obblique
incidencee. Numericaal simulation
n is perform
med to the aantireflectionn structure bby increasinng the
polar ang
gle ( ) from
m 00 to 800 fo
or both TE and
a TM moddes as shownn in figures 4.5(a) and 44.5(b)
respectiv
vely. From thee figures, it can be inferredd that the resoonant wavelenngth is almosst constant forr both
TE and TM
M mode. Butt the intensity of the reflecttion increasess significantlyy beyond
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50 .

Figure 4.5
5 (a) Colorplo
ot of reflection
n from MDA
A-BCB-GaAS structure witth increased ooblique incideence
from 00 to
o 800 for (a) TE
T mode and (b)
( TM modee.

4.5 Sum
mmary
We develop a versatiile techniquee to get low loss antirefllection by deepositing a m
metallic resoonator
on the to
op of conven
ntional dieleectric coatin
ng. The flexiibility of chhanging the resonance oof the
resonatorr by changin
ng its size, make it fleexible to usee at any deesired wavellength. Sincce the
resonance of the reso
onator is far from the anti-reflection resonance, possible loss originated from
its resonaance is nearlly zero at thee anti-reflecttion region. W
We are ablee to explain tthe anti-refleection
phenomeenon by thee three layeer model by
b satisfyingg the amplitude and pphase condiitions
simultaneeously. Furth
hermore, mu
ulti-layered effective
e
meedium theoryy is also adoppted to modeel the
resonatorr as the hom
mogeneous thin
t
film theereby produucing a dispersive mediium of very high
refractivee index
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5. ENHANCED TRANSMISSION DUE TO ANTIREFLECTION COATING LAYER AT
SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE WAVELENGTHS
Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in peer reviewed journal paper (M. S. Park, K.
Bhattarai, D. K. Kim, S. W. Kang, J. O. Kim, J. F. Zhou, et al., "Enhanced transmission due to
antireflection coating layer at surface plasmon resonance wavelengths," Optics Express, vol. 22, pp.
30161-30169, Dec 1 2014) and have been reproduced with the permission from the publisher.

In chapter 4, we employed the antireflection on the homogeneous media but the antireflection on
dispersive media is not known yet. Therefore we choose perforated gold film (PGF) as the
dispersive medium and employed meta-surface antireflection on the top of it. We present
experiments and analysis on enhanced transmission due to dielectric layer deposited on a metal
film perforated with two-dimensional periodic array of subwavelength holes. The Si3N4
overlayer is applied on the perforated gold film (PGF) fabricated on GaAs substrate in order to
boost the transmission of light at the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) resonance wavelengths in
the mid- and long-wave IR regions, which is used as the antireflection (AR) coating layer
between two dissimilar media (air and PGF/GaAs). It is experimentally shown that the
transmission through the perforated gold film with 1.8 µm (2.0 µm) pitch at the first-order
(second-order) SPP resonance wavelengths can be increased up to 83% (110%) by using a 750
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nm (550 nm) thick Si3N4 layer. The SPP resonance leads to a dispersive resonant effective
permeability (μeff ≠ 1) and thereby the refractive index matching condition for the conventional
AR coating on the surface of a dielectric material cannot be applied to the resonant PGF
structure. We develop and demonstrate the concept of AR condition based on the effective
parameters of PGF. In addition, the maximum transmission (zero reflection) condition is
analyzed numerically by using a three-layer model and a transfer matrix method is employed to
determine the total reflection and transmission.

5.1 Introduction
In this study, we investigate the effect of a silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer for enhancement of
transmission (or suppression of reflection) through a two-dimensional square array of
subwavelength circular holes penetrating a gold layer (perforated gold film) at the first- and
second-order SPP resonance wavelengths in the IR region. A rigorous coupled wave analysis
based simulation was preliminarily carried out to confirm the resonance wavelengths of the
perforated gold film (PGF). The experimental results indicate that transmission through the
fabricated PGFs on GaAs substrates by standard optical lithography can be enhanced by Si3N4
layers under certain conditions. An analytical model based on homogenized effective materials
was developed to study the antireflection (AR) coating between two dissimilar media – air and
PGF/GaAs. In our model, the PGF is considered as a homogeneous thin film with the resonant
effective parameters (refractive index, impedance, permittivity and permeability). Then, using
the transmission and the reflection coefficient equations for layered homogeneous media, the
amplitude and phase conditions for zero reflection can be achieved through the destructive
interference between the EM waves reflected at the interfaces – air/Si3N4 and Si3N4/PGF. We
further calculate the effective impedance of the PGF, and find the impedance matching condition
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required for AR coating on the resonant structure, which is different from the refractive index
matching condition for the conventional AR coating on a dielectric surface.

5.2 Device Structure and Fabrication for Antireflection
Figure 5.1(a) illustrates the PGF structure which consists of a gold (Au) layer perforated with a
2D square array of circular holes on top of a GaAs substrate. On the other hand, Figure 5.1(b)
displays a Si3N4 layer deposited atop the PGF structure (Si3N4: PGF). In brief, the fabrication
steps for the PGF and Si3N4:PGF samples are as follows: (A) Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) as
an adhesion layer was spun onto a semi-insulating double-polished GaAs (100) substrate,
followed by a negative-tone photoresist (PR); (B) A periodic circular post pattern in the PR layer
was produced using standard optical lithography; (C) 5-nm thick adhesion layer of titanium and
50-nm thick layer of Au were deposited using e-beam evaporation, followed by a lift-off process
with acetone to remove the PR layer; (D) After the lift-off process, the PGF structure was
obtained; (E) In order to obtain the Si3N4:PGF structure, the Si3N4 layer was deposited on the
PGF structure using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). For the experiment,
samples have been fabricated with various pitches (p = 1.8 – 3.2 µm with an interval of 0.2 µm)
of the PGF and four different thicknesses of the Si3N4 layer (td) with 150, 350, 550, 750 nm. The
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of fabricated PGF and Si3N4: PGF are also
provided in Figures 5.1(c) and 5.1(d).
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Figure 5.1
1 Schematic view
v
of structtures and dimensions for (aa) PGF and (bb) Si3N4:PGF. The pitch p and
Si3N4 thicckness td are varied
v
from 1..8 µm to 3.2 µm
µ with a steep of 0.2 µm aand from 1500 nm to 750 nm
m
with a step
p of 200 nm, respectively. The circular aperture sizee (d) and Au tthickness (tm) are fixed at 00.5·p
and 50 nm
m, respectively. The scanniing electron microscope
m
(S
SEM) images (side view) oof (c) PGF
structure with
w p = 2.6 µm
µ and (d) Sii3N4: PGF stru
ucture with p = 1.8 µm; td = 750 nm. Insets show thee
tilted SEM
M images.

5.3 Expeeriments
The transsmission speectra were recorded
r
witth a Nicolet 6700 Fourier transform
m infrared (F
FTIR)
spectrom
meter with a KBr
K beam sp
plitter and a MCT detecttor in the waavelength rannge of 4 – 15 µm
under a nitrogen en
nvironment. The transm
mission meaasurement w
was carried out at a noormal
d to the speectrum of a bare GaA
As substratee. An
incidencee to the saamples and normalized
unpolarizzed FTIR beeam was used to measure the transm
mission of thhe 2D squaree array of cirrcular
holes in PGF
P
structurres. The FTIIR-measured
d transmissioon spectra oof PGFs and Si3N4:PGFss with
variable pitches
p
(p) and
a thicknesss of Si3N4 laayer (td) are pplotted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 FTIR-measured normal incidence transmission spectra of PGF (Gray) and Si3N4:PGF (Color)
samples with variable pitches (p = 1.8 – 3.2 µm) and thicknesses of Si3N4 layer, (a) td = 150 nm, (b) td =
350 nm, (c) td = 550 nm and (d) td = 750 nm.

As expected, the experimentally measured SPP resonances change clearly with the pitch p
(specifically, ~ .
coupling,

/

, where i, j are integers indicating the order of SPP resonance

is the real part of permittivity for the substrate) [4,5]. We observed two significant

peaks that correspond to the first- and second-order SPP modes at the Au-GaAs interface. For
each periodicity p, the peak at the longer wavelength (first-order) is associated with fourfold
degenerate (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) SPP modes resulting from nearest-aperture coupling and normally
incident unpolarized light while another peak at the shorter wavelength (second-order) is related
to (±1, ±1) SPP modes due to next-nearest-aperture coupling (all four modes are also degenerate)
[10]. The (1, 0) and (1, 1) peaks for PGFs with pitches (p = 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2
µm) were detected at 6.2 (4.44), 6.9 (4.91), 7.5 (5.37), 8.2 (5.87), 8.8 (6.32), 9.5 (6.81), 10.1
(7.26), and 10.9 (7.79) µm, respectively. Figure 5.2 also shows the obvious changes of
transmission spectra due to Si3N4 layers placed on top of PGFs. In order to estimate the influence
of Si3N4 layer, the transmission enhancement factor (EF) is defined as
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:

/

with

:

being the transmission of Si3N4: PGF (PGF). As the thickness of Si3N4 layer

(td) increases, the transmission EF at the first-order SPP resonance wavelengths is increased for
the pitch p varying from 1.8 µm to 2.4 µm. On the contrary, the transmission EF is decreased for
the pitch p varying from 2.6 µm to 3.2 µm. This tendency can be interpreted by the optical
property of Si3N4 deposited onto PGF samples and the presence of Si3N4 layer acting as the AR
coating layer: The absorption loss of Si3N4 (k, imaginary part of refractive index) is very low in
the IR range up to ~7 µm whereas it increases rapidly beyond ~7 µm [123]. For a smaller
periodicity (p = 1.8 – 2.4 µm) and the first-order SPP resonance wavelengths, an optimal
thickness of Si3N4 layer is found to be 750 nm for the thickness range we considered and the
measured EF is found to be ~1.83 (6.2 µm), ~1.79 (6.9 µm), ~1.3 (7.5 µm) and ~1.04 (8.2 µm).
However, for a larger periodicity (p = 2.6 – 3.2 µm), EFs less than unity, ~0.85 (8.8 µm), ~0.6
(9.5 µm), ~0.4 (10.1 µm), ~0.23 (10.9 µm), were measured due to the 750 nm thick Si3N4 layer
presenting significant absorption at the resonant wavelength. Also, we find that the transmission
at the second SPP resonance is obtained with ~79% (4.4 µm), ~110% (4.9 µm), ~72% (5.4 µm)
increase for the 550 nm thick Si3N4 layered PGFs (p = 1.8 µm – 2.2 µm) and ~101% (5.9 µm),
~102% (6.3 µm), ~78% (6.8 µm), ~76% (7.3 µm), ~31% (7.8 µm) enhancement for the 750 nm
thick Si3N4 layered PGFs (p = 2.4 µm – 3.2 µm). Note that a dip around 4.6 µm is attributed to a
Si-H vibration (PECVD grown silicon nitride) [124]. Figure 5.3 shows the transmission EF as a
function of the periodicity p for different thickness of Si3N4 layer td. Again, we clearly see a
general trend; for the first-order SPP resonance wavelength, the rate of enhancement change is
steeper for thicker Si3N4 layer as explained above. Compared with the EF at the first-order SPP
resonance wavelength, the second order SPP resonance shows the higher EF due to relatively
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low transmission with the absence of Si3N4 coating layer, thus a greater EF is shown with the
same amount of increase in transmission.
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Figure 5.3 Transmission enhancement factor as a function of the periodicity (p) for different thickness of
Si3N4 layer (td) placed on top of PGFs at (a) the first-order and (b) the second-order SPP resonance
wavelengths.

5.4 Analysis Using Three-Layer Model
Transmission enhancement through Si3N4: PGF can be theoretically understood by using a threelayer model (Air - Si3N4 - PGF), in which reflection and transmission occur on two interfaces,
air/Si3N4 and Si3N4/PGF. In this model [121, 122], each layer is regarded as a homogeneous
medium for which a transfer matrix can be defined in terms of S parameters, and the overall
reflection coefficient (r = S11) and transmission coefficient (t = S21) of the three-layer structure
can be obtained by multiplying the transfer matrix of each layer as given below (The details of
this transfer matrix analysis can be found elsewhere [121]),
r

r12  r23 exp  2i 
t t exp  i 
, t  12 23
1  r12 r23 exp  2i 
1  r12 r23 exp  2i 

(5.1)

where r12 is the reflection coefficient of the air/Si3N4 interface and r23 is the reflection coefficient
of the Si3N4/PGF interface, which are obtained from the numerical simulation of a Si3N4-PGF92

GaAs sandwich structure as illustrated in the inset of Figure 5.4. The t12 and t23 are the
transmission coefficients through interfaces – air/Si3N4 and Si3N4/PGF, respectively.
∙

∙

is the propagating phase term in the Si3N4 layer, where

index of the Si3N4, k is the wave vector, and

is the refractive

is the thickness of the Si3N4 layer. We apply this

model to study the enhanced transmission at the first-order SPP resonance for the structure with
p = 1.8 µm and td = 750 nm, whose EF reaches the maximum as shown in Figure 5.3(a).
Reflection and transmission obtained from 3D full field EM simulations based on the finite
integration technique [125] of the entire structure and the three-layer model match very well as
shown in Figure 5.4(a). Note that r23 is obtained at far-field where the localized EM field decays
to zero and thereby the reflected wave recovers to a plane wave. This indicates that PGF can be
considered as a homogeneous thin film with effective parameters. At the minimum of reflection,
more energy of the incident wave enters the Si3N4: PGF structure and is coupled to SPP
resonances. As a result, the transmission is greatly enhanced as compared to the uncoated PGF
structure. Figure 5.4(a) verifies numerically that the transmission obtained with the Si3N4 coating
layer (blue line) is enhanced as compared to that without the coating layer (black line), which is
consistent with the experimental result. From Eq. (5.1), r = 0 requires the following conditions
for amplitude and phase:
|

|

|

|

2

(5.2)
2

1

,| |

0,1,2 ….

(5.3)

Equation (5.3) is the typical condition for destructive inference of reflected waves at two
interfaces, air/Si3N4 and Si3N4/PGF. Satisfying Eq. (5.3) will guarantee a minimum of r, however
Eq. (5.2) is also needed to get r = 0. In the conventional antireflection coating (e.g., a thin
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coating layer on a lossless dielectric material), the reflection coefficients can be calculated by
Fresnel’s equation

/

/

and

, where n1, n2

and n3 are the refractive indices of air, coating layer and dielectric layer, respectively. For a
lossless system, the reflection coefficients (r12 and r23) shown in Eq. (5.1) are real values, so the
reflection R = r2. The minimum of R is achieved when the coating layer has the refractive index
of

and the thickness of λ/4, where λ is the wavelength of light inside the coating

layer [126]. It is straightforward to verify that both Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) are satisfied with this
and

choice of the coating layer. Note that
2

/4

2

because the refractive indices are all real values due to the lossless media and

n1 < n2 < n3. However, for a Si3N4-PGF-GaAs sandwich structure, r23 is generally complex value
because the PGF exhibits the loss near its resonance wavelengths (the phase of reflection
coefficient of the Si3N4/PGF interface is not equal to

,

). The thickness of the Si3N4

layer cannot be chosen to λ/4. Furthermore, as will be shown later, the effective permeability of
PGF is dispersive (

1), so the AR condition should be discussed by means of the

impedance instead of the refractive index. The conventional AR condition (the refractive index
and the thickness of coating layer are

and λ/4, respectively) cannot be applied to our

system. In the following, we will use the amplitude and the phase condition shown in Eqs. (5.2)
and (5.3) to analyze the AR condition.
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Figure 5.4 (a) Numerical reflection (red line) and transmission (blue line) for the structure with p = 1.8
µm and td = 750 nm obtained from 3D full field EM simulation of the whole structure (all three layers
together) while circles show the calculated reflection (red) and transmission (blue) using a three-layer
model. Black line represents the transmission without Si3N4 coating layer. (b) The amplitude of r12 and
r23, i.e. |r12| (red line) and |r23| (blue line). Magenta dashed line is drawn at the first SPP resonance. (c) The
2 , where
and
are the phase of r12 (red) and
phase terms in Eq. (4),
r23 (blue), respectively and the propagation phase in the silicon nitride coating layer is 2β (green).
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The parameters used for three-layer model are as follows: Periodicity (p) = 1.8 µm, diameter of
aperture in PGF (d) = 0.9 µm, thickness of PGF (tm) = 0.05 µm, thickness of Si3N4 layer (td) =
0.75 µm, Si3N4 permittivity (

) = 5.84, and GaAs permittivity (

) = 11.56. The phase and

amplitude terms of the above equations are calculated numerically and plotted as shown in
Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c). Figure 5.4(b) clearly shows that the amplitudes of r12 and r23 are equal
at the first SPP resonant wavelength, satisfying the amplitude condition for zero reflection as
2

indicated by Eq. (5.2). The phase term,

2

1

crosses nearly π

(red line) for the first-order thickness at the resonant wavelength as shown in Figure 5.4(c). The
small mismatch on the phase π results in the reflection not reaching zero. In general, Eqs. (5.2)
and (5.3) impose two independent conditions on complete antireflection (r = 0). Manipulating
∙

the thickness of the Si3N4 layer (td) can arbitrarily change

∙

to meet the phase

condition (Eq. (5.3)). However, to simultaneously satisfy both the amplitude and phase
conditions, we need to control two independent parameters, such as refractive index and
thickness of dielectric layer (Si3N4). The phase of r12 is very close to π as shown in Figure 5.4(c),
so the phase condition in Eq. (5.3) can be further simplified to 2

for m = 0. For instance,

the phase term 2β gradually increases as the thickness of coating layer for p = 1.8 µm is varied
from 150 nm to 750 nm. The simplified equation 2

is eventually satisfied by the 750 nm

thick Si3N4 layer, thereby suppressing the reflection (enhancing the transmission). This
explanation makes clear why the EF increases experimentally with thickness as shown in Figure
5.3(a).
Moreover, it is worth analyzing the AR condition through the effective parameters (refractive
index, impedance, permittivity and permeability) by considering the PGF as a homogeneous thin
film with the thickness of 50 nm (i.e., same as the thickness of the PGF, tm) [121]. The effective
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/

, so wee obtain thee AR

). As shown in Figure 5.5, the

normalized effective impedance for the Si3N4 and the square root of the normalized effective
impedance of PGF are matched at the first-order SPP resonance wavelength, i.e.
required for AR condition. Additionally, the amplitude condition, |

|

|

| for destructive

interference is satisfied.

5.5 Summary
We demonstrated that the incorporation of a dielectric top layer significantly improves the
transmission at the surface plasmon (SP) resonance wavelengths of a perforated metal film in the
infrared. Using this dielectric layer serves to match the effective impedance between the different
media, in this case air and the perforated gold film in order to reduce reflection. We used Si3N4
as the material of the antireflection (AR) coating layer placed on top of the perforated gold film.
Through several iterations in design and experiment, we found that 750 nm (550 nm) thick Si3N4
layered perforated gold film with 1.8 µm (2.0 µm) pitch provided the best impedance matching
at the first-order (second-order) SP resonance wavelengths having an 83% (110%) increase in
transmission. The conventional AR condition (the refractive index of

and the thickness of

λ/4) cannot be applied to the SP resonant structure such as PGF due to the dispersive resonant
effective permeability. The impedance matching condition for AR coating (

∙

) and

more accurate amplitude and phase conditions (Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3)) are established, which may
offer general guidelines for the optimization of the AR coating for resonant structures. Our next
step is to realize the antireflection effect at the detector level, such as in a plasmonic integrated
infrared detector or imager. The results drawn from this work could be used as a basis to improve
the overall performance of a perforated metal film integrated infrared detector and provide a new
perspective for the application of antireflection coatings in plasmonic optoelectronics.
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6. A LOW-LOSS METASURFACE ANTIREFLECTION COATING ON DISPERSIVE
SURFACE PLASMON STRUCTURE
Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in peer reviewed journal paper (J. Jeon,
K. Bhattarai, D.-K. Kim, J. O. Kim, A. Urbas, S. J. Lee, et al., "A Low-loss Metasurface
Antireflection Coating on Dispersive Surface Plasmon Structure," Scientific Reports, vol. 6, p.
36190, 11/02/online 2016) and have been reproduced with the permission from the publisher.

In this work, we demonstrate an off-resonance, disk-type MM operating as the AR (Meta-AR)
coating for a MHA layer fabricated on a GaAs substrate. The Meta-AR coating can effectively
reduce the reflection at both first-order and second-order SPP resonances, thereby increasing the
transmission. Additionally, our results do not show the resonance shift or damping of the SPP
because the MM does not couple with the SPP resonance. Instead, the surface wave is enhanced
as compared to the uncoated MHA (no AR coating atop MHA). Furthermore, we demonstrate
that the MM layer works as a homogenous thin film with high dielectric constant (~30) and
extremely low loss (loss tangent ~0.005). Thus the Meta-AR coating can be understood as wellknown thin-film AR coating, which provides an intuitive purely optical model compared to the
electrical transmission-line model used in previous work2. We also validate through simulation
that such thin-film model can be generally applicable to other MM-based AR coating structures
[44, 45].
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6.1 Introduction
Over the years, there has been increasing interest in the integration of metal hole array (MHA)
with optoelectronic devices, as a result of enhanced coupling of incident light into the active
layer of devices via surface plasmon polariton (SPP) resonances. However, all incident light is
unlikely to contribute to the SPP resonance due to unachievable impedance match (i.e., perfect
elimination of reflection) at the interface between incident medium and MHA, which is
responsible for a non-existing material satisfying the antireflection (AR) condition and strong
dispersion of MHA’s effective impedance around SPP resonances. In order to enhance the SPP
of MHA, a single-layer metasurface-based AR coating is shown to operate at off-resonance
wavelengths and to avoid the resonant coupling with the MHA layer. The SPP resonance
wavelengths are unaffected whereas the electric field of surface wave is significantly increased.
With an improved retrieval method, the metasurface is proved to exhibit a high effective
permittivity (

~30) and extremely low loss (tan). A classical thin-film AR coating

mechanism is identified through analytical derivations and numerical simulations. The properly
designed effective permittivity and effective permeability of the metasurface lead to required
phase and amplitude conditions for the AR coating, thereby paving the way for improved
performance of optoelectronic device.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Metasurface Antireflection Coating
Our metamaterial based antireflection (Meta-AR) coating consists of a planar metallic disk array
(MDA) on top of a cured layer of benzencyclobutene (BCB). For comparison of Meta-AR
coating with conventional AR coating (a BCB layer only), we designed three types of samples,
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namely the uncoated MHA, a BCB layer coated MHA and MHA coated with an array of circular
gold (Au) disks (MDA) atop the BCB layer. Figures 6.1(a-c) illustrates three structures on GaAs
substrates, respectively. In all structures, the orthogonal pitches of MHA,
and

(pitch along y-axis), are both fixed at 1.8 μm (

circular aperture (

) and thickness of Au (

=

(pitch along x-axis)

= ) and the diameter of the

) are 0.9 µm (a half of pitch, 0.5·p) and 0.05

μm, respectively. We performed numerical simulations using CST Microwave Studio[108],
which utilizes a finite integration technique to obtain the solutions of the Maxwell’s equations. In
our simulation, the dielectric constant for BCB and GaAs are

= 11.56 and

= 2.37,

respectively. Au is described by a Drude model with the plasma frequency, ωp = 9.02 eV and the
collision frequency, ωc = 0.038 eV [127]. Figures 6.1(d-f) show the simulated Ez distribution in a
plane parallel to yz-plane through the center of the unit cell (the distance between the parallel
planes is 0.36 µm) when x-polarized light is incident along the normal direction. The surface
waves are observed in all three structures, evidenced by the exponential decay of Ez along zdirection. This indicates that the SPP waves is confined to MHA-GaAs interface and propagates
along the lateral direction. As compared with uncoated MHA (Figure 6.1(d):

= 1.8 µm,

=

0.9 µm), z component-electric field Ez of the SPP waves for BCB coated MHA (Figure
6.1(e):
µm,
wave,

= 0.95 µm) and Meta-AR coated MHA (Figure 6.1(f):

= 0.5 µm,

= 1.8

= 1.4 µm) are enhanced by ~20% and ~33%, respectively. The intensity of surface
∝|

| , are remarkably increased by ~44% and ~77%, respectively. Without AR

coating, the reflection of MHA at the first-order (
4.38 µm) SPP resonances are

0.45 and

6.25 µm) and the second-order (

0.67, respectively. This indicates that ~45%

and ~67% of incident light do not contribute to the surface waves at the two lowest-order SPP
resonances.
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Figure 6.1
1 Illustrationss of (a) MHA,, (b) BCB lay
yer coated MH
HA and (c) M
MHA coated w
with MDA atoop the
BCB layeer. (d–f) distribution in x = 0.36 m plane
p
of a uniit cell (x = 0, tthe center of the unit cell) for
structures shown in (a--c), respectiveely. The interfface between MHA and G
GaAs substratee is set to zeroo in zaxis (z = 0).
0 (g) Simulaated reflection
n colormap fo
or structure diisplayed in (bb) as a functioon of wavelenngth
and the BCB thicknesss
.
iss varied from 0.35 m to 11.55 m with a step of 0.2 m. Colormaaps of
d reflection at (h) the first-o
order and (i) the
t second-orrder SPP resonnance waveleengths for struucture
simulated
⁄ .
as shown in (c) as a fun
nction of BCB
B thickness
and the raatio
increasses from 0.35 m
⁄ varies from 0.5 (
to 1.55 m
m by a 0.2 m
m step and
= 0.9 m)) to 0.8 (
= 1.44 m) by a
0.05 (0.09
9 m) step.

Figure 6..1(g) shows the simulateed reflection of a BCB laayer coated MHA samplle (Figure 6..1(b))
with thicckness

varying
v
from
m 0.35 µm to
t 1.55 µm. In the regioon enclosed by black cuurves,

the reflecction is redu
uced as com
mpared with the uncoateed MHA. Hoowever, refllection cannnot be
completeely eliminateed with onlly BCB coaating becausse the impedance of thhe BCB (
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1/

) does not match the AR condition (

) at these resonance wavelengths.

The minimum values of reflection for the first-order and the second-order SPP resonances,
and

reach 0.136 and 0.388 with

0.95 µm and 0.75 µm, respectively.

These optimal thicknesses can be well explained by the destructive interference of light reflected
at the top (air-BCB interface) and bottom (BCB-MHA interface) surfaces of BCB layer. At the
resonance wavelengths, the impedance of BCB layer is smaller than the impedance of air but
1

larger than the effective impedance of MHA structure[58], i.e.

. So

both the lights reflected by the air-BCB and the BCB-MHA interfaces exhibit

phase shift with

respect to the corresponding incident light at each interface. This leads to the condition for
/4

destructive interference,

= ~1.02 µm and ~0.71µm, at the first and the second-

order SPP resonances, respectively. With a properly designed MDA on top of the BCB layer, the
reflection can be further reduced and reach nearly zero at SPP resonance wavelengths. Figures
6.1(h, i) show the reflections taken at the SPP resonance wavelengths (

and

) for the MHA

structures with a MDA layer added on top of the BCB layer. In order to investigate the geometry
and

dependence,

are varied from 0.35 µm to 1.55 µm and from 0.5·p to 0.8·p,

respectively. The contour lines in black show the minimum reflection of only BCB layer coated
0.136 and

MHA (

0.388). In between these lines shows a large region

that the Meta-AR coating outperforms the BCB coating. For the first SPP resonance (Figure
6.1(h)), the white contour line shows a wide range of 0.35 μm
0.8 ∙

that reduces the reflection below 0.01 (

0.55 μm and 0.65 ∙

0.01). This shows that our Meta-AR

(MDA atop BCB layer) coating is robust against possible fabrication tolerance, i.e. variations of
BCB thickness
1.21

and MDA size
10

and

. Reflections reach the minimum values,
3.16
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10

when

0.55 μm &

0.75 ∙

and

0.35 μm &

regions of minimum values of

0.65 ∙
and

at two resonance wavelengths, respectively. Two
do not overlap perfectly. For this reason, we mainly

focus on AR coating designs that eliminate the reflection at the first-order SPP resonance (
which can also substantially reduce the reflection at the second-order SPP resonance (

),

). Based

on the simulation results, three type of structures illustrated in Figures 6.1(a-c) have been
fabricated.
The structure of all samples discussed here consists of a semi-insulating double-polished GaAs
(100) substrate with MHA, BCB layer coated MHA, or Meta-AR (MDA atop BCB layer) coated
MHA. In brief, the processing steps to fabricate the aforementioned samples are as follows. (i)
Conventional photolithography was used to produce periodic circular post arrays in the
photoresist (PR) layer (Figure 6.2(a)). (ii) 5-nm-thick adhesion layer of titanium and 50-nm-thick
layer of Au were deposited using e-beam evaporation and a liftoff processing, resulting in MHA
structure (Figure 6.2(b)). (iii) Based on the colormap of measured BCB film thickness (Figure
6.2(c)) depending on spin-coating speed and dilution ratio between BCB and rinse solvent
(Cyclotene 3022-35 and T1100, The Dow Chemical Company), BCB was spin-coated on MHA,
whose top-surface is flat and smooth (Figure 6.2(d)). (iv) A periodic circular hole pattern in the
PR layer was defined by photolithography once again (Figure 6.2(e)), followed by e-beam
deposition of a 50-nm-thick layer of Au. (v) After the lift-off processing to remove the PR layer,
the Meta-AR coated MHA was finally obtained as shown in Figure 6.2(f). The detailed
fabrication is included in Supporting Information.
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Figure 6.2
2 Scanning electron microsscope (SEM) images of thrree samples ((MHA, a BCB
B layer coatedd
MHA, MH
HA coated wiith an array of circular mettal disks atopp the BCB layyer) and BCB coating conddition.
(a) A periiodic circular post photoressist (PR) patteern defined byy standard phhotolithographhy. (b) E-beam
m
deposition
n (5 nm of Ti and 50 nm of Au in sequeence) and a lifftoff processinng, which leaads to MHA
structure. (c) Measured
d BCB thickn
ness as a functtion of spin-c oating speed and dilution rratio betweenn
BCB and rinse solvent. (d) BCB coaated on MHA
A sample show
wing the flat-ttop surface. (e) A periodicc
circular ho
ole PR pattern
n on the BCB
B layer shown
n in (d). Conseecutive e-beaam evaporatioons were usedd to
deposit Tii (5 nm) / Au (50 nm) afterr (e), followed
d by a lift-offf step. (f) Com
mpleted Metaa-AR coated M
MHA
(an array of circular meetal disks atop
p the BCB co
oated MHA). Insets displayy the magnified MHA andd
MDA in Meta-AR
M
coatting.

6.2.2 Tra
ansmission Enhancemeent due to Meta-AR
M
Cooating
As discu
ussed in Figu
ure 6.1, the Meta-AR coating
c
can effectively rreduce the rreflection att SPP
resonance wavelengtths, which leeads to signiificant increaase of transm
mission. Thee uncoated M
MHA
(no AR coating
c
atop
p MHA) exh
hibits low trransmission where

0.39 and

0.12, aat the

first-ordeer and secon
nd-order SPP
P resonances, respectiveely. Figures 6.3(a-c) shoow the simuulated
transmisssion of MHA
A with the BCB
B
coating (Figure 6.3((a)) and Metta-AR coatinng (Figures 66.3(b,
c)) as

and

vary witthin the ran
nges of 0.3
35 μm

1.55 μm
m and 0.5 ∙

0.8 ∙ . Notte that the maximum
m
values
v
of traansmission are achieveed with idenntical
and
d

to th
he minimum values of reflection as shown in F
Figures 6.1(gg-i). Specificcally,
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the regions enclosed by the black contour lines in Figure 6.3(a) indicate the enhanced
transmission due to BCB coating. Within these regions, transmission reaches the maximum
values,

0.618 when

0.95 µm and

0.208 when

0.75 µm at the first-

order and second-order SPP resonances, respectively. Owing to additional MDA design on top of
the BCB layer, the transmission can further be improved up to
0.35 µm and

= 0.717 and

0.318 when

0.7 ∙ , as shown in Figures 6.3(b, c). The regions where the Meta-

AR coating (MDA-BCB coating) outperforms the BCB coating are enclosed by black contour
lines (Figures 6.3(b, c)). Figures 6.3(d, e) show the measured and simulated enhancement ratio
(ER) of transmission for seven samples with various thickness of BCB layer (

is varied from

0.35 µm to 1.55 µm with a step of 0.2 µm), however pitch p and disk size

are fixed at

1.8 µm and 1.26 µm (0.7·p), respectively. Here the ER is calculated by
/

, where i’s are the BCB and Meta-AR (MDA+BCB). The overall agreement

between experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) ERs at the first-order SPP
resonance is apparent from Figure 6.3(d). We find the maxima of measured ERs for BCB and
Meta-AR coating are obtained with 58% and 88% when

0.95 µm and 0.55 µm,

respectively. Remarkably, with the Meta-AR coating, the ER is improved by 30% as compared
with only BCB coating, but on the contrary the thickness of BCB is reduced by 42%. The
significant reduction of the thickness is beneficial in the low frequency regime (e.g. THz), where
the thickness of AR coating is normally in the order of ~50 µm, which gives rise to great
challenge in film deposition. The transmission at the second-order SPP resonance exhibits even
higher ER with both BCB and Meta-AR coating due to the relatively low transmission for the
bare MHA structure (as compared with

at the first-order SPP resonance). Accordingly, the

maximum ERs are found to be 106% for BCB (

106

0.75 µm) coating and 99% for Meta-AR

(

0.35
0
µm) co
oating (Figu
ure 6.3(e). Note
N
that thhe discrepanncy betweenn experimentt and

simulatio
on for Metaa-AR coatin
ng is probaably due too the imperrfections in the fabricaation,
specificaally the misallignment bettween MDA
A and MHA.

Figure 6.3
3 (a) Colormaap of simulateed transmissio
on for BCB laayer coated M
MHA as
increases from
m
0.35 m to
t 1.55 m wiith 0.2 m steep. Simulated
d transmissionn for MHA with Meta-AR coating at (b)) the
first-orderr and (c) seco
ond-order SPP
P resonance wavelengths
w
w
when
is varied from 0.9 m 0.5 ∙ to
1.44 m 0.8 ∙ with a step of 0.09
9 m 0.05 ∙ and
iis changed inn the same maanner as (a).
Experimeental (sphere) and simulated (cross) tran
nsmission enhhancement rattio for BCB (bblue) and MetaAR (red) coating at (d)) the first-ordeer and (e) seccond-order SP
PP resonance wavelengths..

6.2.3 Antireflection Condition at
a SPP Reso
onances
To underrstand the underlying
u
mechanism
m
of
o our Metaa-AR coatingg, we develloped a mulltiplelayer mo
odel based on
o a transferr matrix meethod[128]. O
Our Meta-A
AR coated M
MHA structuure is
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composed of three layers: MDA, BCB and MHA on a GaAs substrate. Using a transfer matrix
method, the overall reflection coefficient r of the three-layer structure can be obtained by
∙

multiplying the transfer matrix of each layer,

∙

, as given below and further

details on the derivation are presented in the Supporting Information.

r

r12   r23e 2i
1  r21r23e 2i

(6.1)

The transmission and reflection coefficients involved in Eq. 6.1 are illustrated in Figure 6.5(c). In
particular,

and

are the reflection coefficients of the MDA from front (air) and back (BCB)

side, respectively.

⋅

is the reflection coefficient of the MHA.

propagating phase term in the BCB layer, where

,

is the

and k are the refractive index, the

BCB thickness, and the wave vector in vacuum, respectively.
and

⋅

, where

are the transmission coefficients through the MDA along forward (air-MDA-BCB)

and backward (BCB-MDA-air) directions, respectively. Although

is strictly equal to 1 at the

1 for the MDA around the resonance

interface between two homogenous media,

wavelengths because of the structural asymmetry in forward and backward directions (air-MDA0 (Eq. 6.1) requires the following

BCB structure). In order to achieve perfect antireflection,
conditions for amplitude and phase:
|
∙
where the coefficients
MDA-BCB structure and

,

,

and

|

| ⋅
2

|
2

(6.2)
1

, | |

0,1,2, ….

(6.3)

are obtained from numerical simualtion of the air-

is obtained from the simulation of the BCB-MHA-GaAs structure.
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To find the appropriate geometric paramters of MDA that simultaneously stasify amplitude (Eq.
6.2) and phase (Eq. 6.3) conditions, we carried out a series of simulaitons by varying the BCB
thickness,

and the diameter for MDA,

coefficients,

and

. Specifically, the complex reflection

, are obtained from simulations of two different configurations, airis

MDA-BCB and BCB-MHA-GaAs, respectively. For the variation of BCB thickness,
fixed at 0.7 ∙

(1.26 µm) and

MDA size,

is fixed at 0.5 µm, and

is changed from 0.35 µm to 1.55 µm. For the variation of
is changed from 0.3 ∙
is kept at 0.5 ∙

µm). The circular aperture size of MHA,
difference of amplutides, Δ| | ≡ |

|

| ∙

(0.54 µm) to 0.8 ∙

(1.44

(0.9 µm). Figure 6.4 shows the

| (Figures 6.4(a, c)) and the phase term

(Figures 6.4(b, d)) for wavelengths around the first-order SPP resoannce. Figure 6.4 represents
the minimum value of Δ| | and satisfying phase condition (i.e.
that the amplitudes of reflection coefficients, |
thickness for all
the

|, are independent of the BCB

values in the range of 0.35 µm to 1.55 µm, so that Δ| | can always reach

minimum value

wavelength

| and |

). Figure 6.4(a) suggests

of Δ| |,

∆| |

0.081 at

the

first-order

SPP resonance

6.25 μm. The phase condition is satisfied when the BCB thickness is within a

range of 0.35 μm

0.6 μm around the white dash line as indicated in Figure 6.4(b). In

combination, we find the amplitude and phase conditions are satisfied simultaneously when
0.5 μm at the first-order SPP resonance wavelength

6.25 μm. In contrast, the size

of the MDA is strongly correlated to both the amplitude and phase as shown in Figure 6.4(c, d).
In the region of 0.75 ∙

0.8 ∙ , both the amplitude Δ| |

0 and the phase

conditions are satisfied simultaneously. Using the strategy of geometric parameter (
sweep, we find the optimal AR coating structure with

0.5 μm and

µm) that is able to completely eliminate the reflection at the first SPP resonance
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,

)

0.78 ∙

(1.4

6.25 μm,

and furth
hermore is capable
c
of greatly
g
reduccing the refl
flection

att the secondd-order resonnance

4.38 μm. The optimized Meta-AR
M
coaating designn (via our sttrategy) agreees well witth the
experimeental resultss shown in Figure 6.3;; the fabric ated samplee with
0.7 ∙

0.55 μm
m and

show
ws the best transmission enhancemen
e
nt among all samples.

Figure 6.4 Colormapss of amplitud
de and phase AR-conditiions around the first-ordder SPP resonance
udes of reflecction coefficiients, ∆| | | | | ∙ | and the phase
wavelengtth. Differencce in amplitu
∙
term,
2 with (a),((b) various B
BCB thickneesses and (cc),(d) MDA sizes,
respectiveely.

6.2.4 Dessigner Meta
asurface (

&

) using
u
Thin--film AR Cooating Mech
hanism

The role of MDA in
n the Meta-A
AR coating can be undderstood by using the eeffective meedium
theory. The
T MDA ex
xhibits localized surfacee plasmon reesonances att wavelengthhs determineed by
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its geometric size and the refractive indices of surrounding materials[41]. The plasmon
resonances induce abrupt amplitude and phase changes to the light reflected by or transmitted
through the MDA layer. Such phase and amplitude discontinuities have been used to reshape the
beam profile to achieve negative refraction and beam steering [129, 130]. These single layer
plasmonic resonator arrays are typically regarded as two-dimensional metasurfaces instead of
bulk metamaterial since they only consist of single “meta-atom” layer. The electromagnetic
properties of the metasurface can be described by the effective surface electric susceptibility
and the effective surface magnetic susceptibility

, which are calculated from the transmission

and reflection coefficients [76, 89]. Due to the skin effect, the induced electric current in the
plasmonic resonators only flows within extreme thin region under the surface of the structure (in
2/

the order of the skin depth
and

, where

is the conductivity of metal). Therefore,

are typically independent of the physical thickness of the resonators. However, at

infrared regime, the conductivity of metal decreases dramatically, so that the skin effect is less
pronounced and the electric current distributes throughout the entire volume of the resonator. As
a result, we observe that the surface susceptibilities

and

increases as the thickness of the

MDA increases (see Supporting Information). To address the thickness dependence, in this work,
we model the MDA metasurface as a thin film (metafilm) with the same thickness as the MDA
(

). The effective permittivity

and effective permeability

of the metafilm can be

calculated from simulated transmission and reflection coefficients of an air-MDA-BCB
configuration by using the well-known retrieval method[90] or alternatively by
and

/ [76, 89]. With

and

/

, the metafilm model considers the MDA layer as

an effective thin film, which provides a more intuitive description compared to effective surface
susceptibilities

and

. The meta-AR coating consists of two thin flims, i.e. MDA metafilm
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and BCB layer.
Both the effective surface susceptibilities,
and

and

in the metasurface model [76, 89] and

in the retrieval method [90] are calculated using the transmission and reflection

coefficients of an air-MM-air configuratoin. In reality, MM structures are usually made on a
dielectric substrate, so the transmission and reflection coefficients are obtained at the interfaces
of an air-MM-dielectric configuration. To the best of our knowledge, many MM related works
use the transmission and reflection coefficients of air-MM-dielectric configuration directly to
extract

and

, which cause inaccurate values. In our structure, the metasurface is

modeled as a metafilm with thickness

= 50 nm. The extremely thin thikness magnifies the

error greatly because the effective refractive index of the metafilm,
proportional to

, is inversely

. To obtain correct effective parameters of the metafilm, we develop a

method to obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients of the air-MM-air configuraiton
from that of the air-MM-dielectric configuation. The resutlsing transmission and reflection
coefficients produce accurate

,

,

and

. Details of this improved retrieval method

are elucidated in the Supporting Information. Figures 6.5(a,b) show

and

of MDA

structure calculated from simulation data of an air-MDA-BCB configuration with
0.5 μm and

0.78 ∙ , where solid lines show

method and dash lines show

/ and

and

calculated by the retrieval

/ . It can be seen that two methods

give nearly identical values except minor deviation at the resonance wavelength
where the thin-film retrieval shows typical antiresonance in
effects[92]. The strong Lorentzian line shaped resonance in

2.92 μm,

due to the periodicity
indicates the resonance is an

electric response, where the electric field of the incident light induces resonant electric current in
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the disk.

0.86) within entire wavelength range from 2.5 µm to

is nearly constant (

7.0 µm. The resonance wavelength (

2.92 μm) of MDA is much shorter than the operating
6.25 μm) and second-order

wavelengths of our Meta-AR coating, i.e. the first-order (

4.38 µm) SPP resonances of MHA. Therefore, the imaginary parts (blue lines) of

(

and

at these wavelengths are nearly zero, and hence the loss in MDA is neglegible. Specifically,
as shown in the inset of Figure 6.5(a), the real part of

gradually decreases from 40.25 to

30.52 in the wavelength range from 4.2 µm to 6.4 µm. The loss tangent, defined as the ratio
/ ), also decreases from

between the imaginary and the real parts of the permittivity (tan
0.0097 to 0.0046. The effective permittivity reads values of
,

( ,

38.42 ∙ 1

0.0089

30.79 ∙ 1

,

0.0049

and

at the first-order and second-order SPP resonance wavelengths

), respectively. Note that the loss tangents, tan

0.0049 and tan

0.0089,

have the same order of magnitude of commonly used low-loss dielectric coating materials such
as polyimide (tan ~0.005) and BCB (tan ~0.001).
With the calculated

and

, we can replace the MDA layer as a thin film of thickness

. As illustrated in Figure 6.5(c), the AR coating on the MHA comprises two layers of
and

homogenous films: a MDA metasurface with

and a BCB layer. The numerically

calculated (blue line: using Eq. 6.1) and simulated reflections (black line: using actual MDA
structure; red dash and green dash-dot lines: using homogeneous film with wavelengthdependent (
(

,
.

as shown in Figure 6.5(a,b) and wavelength-independent
30.8

∙ 0.147,

.

0.86

∙ 0.012)

effective parameters, respectively) are shown in Figure 6.5(d). At the first-order SPP resonance
(

6.25 µm), all four curves are matched very well and perfect antireflection is achieved with
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nearly zero reflection (

0). However, at the second-order SPP resonance, the simulated

reflection using effective medium model does not match with using actual MDA structure. The
discrepancy attributes to the resonance coupling between the MHA and the MDA (Supporting
Information) because the second-order SPP resonance (
wavelength (

4.38 µm) is close to the resonance

2.92 μm) of the MDA (Note: the effective permittivity and permeability of

MDA are obtained from simulation of the air-MDA-BCB configuration, where the coupling
between the MDA and the MHA resonances are absent). The phase and amplitude conditions
given in Eq. 6.2 and Eq. 6.3 reveal the underlying mechanism of AR as the destructive
interference of light reflected at the MDA-BCB and BCB-MHA interfaces. In Figure 6.5(e), we
can clearly see that the amplitudes of
wavelength

and

∙

are equal at the first-order SPP resonance

6.25 µm (i.e. the amplitude condition is satisfied). Simultaneously, as shown in

Figure 6.5(f), the phase term,

∙

the phase condition. At the second-order SPP resonance

2 crosses

(gray line), as predicted in

4.38 µm, the reflection is reduced

but does not reach zero because only the amplitude condition is satisfied.
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Figure 6.5
5 The real (red
d) and imagin
nary (blue) paarts of (a) effeective permitttivity
annd (b) permeabbility
of th
he MDA metaasurface. Insett shows the reeal part of efffective permitttivity,
(red) and the
loss tangeent, tan (green) around th
he first-order (
6.25  m) and seconnd-order (
4.38 m) S
SPP
resonancees of MHA. (cc) Diagram off the reflectio
on and transm
mission coefficcients of MDA
A and MHA. (d)
Simulated
d reflection off the entire strructure (MDA
A-BCB-MHA
A-GaAs) (blacck line), calcuulated reflectiion
(blue line)) from Eq. 1 and
a simulated
d reflections of
o MDA Metaasurface-BCB
B-MHA-GaAs structure wiith
and
) and w
wavelengtth-dependent (red dash lin
ne:
wavelength-inndependent (ggreen
dash-dot line:
l
30.8
3
∙ 0.147 and
0.86
∙ 0.012) effecttive
parameterrs. (e) The am
mplitude of
(blue) and ∙
(red) inn Eq. 2. (f) Thhe phase term
ms (Eq. 3)
∙
2 (red), thee phase of ∙ (blue), thee phase of
(black), andd the propagattion
phase term
m in the BCB layer 2 (greeen).
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6.3 Summary
In summary, we have experimentally, numerically and analytically investigated the enhanced
transmission due to a metasurface antireflection (AR) coating on a dispersive surface plasmon
(SP) structure in the mid-infrared regime. Our metasurface AR coating (based on MDA) works
at off-resonance wavelengths and can be modeled as a metafilm with high effective permittivity
(

~30). The extremely low loss tangent, tan ~0.005, is comparable to low-loss films used

in AR coating such as polyimide (tan ~0.005) and BCB (tan ~0.001). In addition, the
effective permittivity

is easily tunable by changing the geometric size of the MDA, which

provides unprecedented flexibility to fit the different wavelengths for a variety of applications.
With the metasurface coating, the measured transmission through the dispersive SP structure is
greatly increased at both the first-order (58% for
second-order (99% for

0.35 µm; 80% for

0.35 µm; 88% for

0.55 µm) and

0.55 µm) SP resonances. The electric

field and the intensity of surface wave are also enhanced by ~33% and ~77%, respectively, for
the first-order SP resonance. The enhanced electric field of surface wave will benefit to
applications where the local field engineering (strong local field) is demanded, e.g. improving
the performance of optoelectronic devices. Moreover, the metafilm model, transfer matrix
analysis and improved retrieval method developed in our work are generally applicable to multilayered metasurface system including antireflection coating and plasmonic perfect absorbers.
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7. ANGLE-DEPENDENT SPOOF SURFACE PLASMONS IN METALLIC HOLE
ARRAYS AT TERAHERTZ FREQUENCIES
Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in peer reviewed journal paper (K.
Bhattarai, S. Silva, A. Urbas, S. J. Lee, Z. Ku, and J. Zhou, "Angle-dependent Spoof Surface
Plasmons in Metallic Hole Arrays at Terahertz Frequencies," IEEE Journal of Selected Topics
in Quantum Electronics, vol. PP, pp. 1-1, 2016) and have been reproduced with the permission
from the publisher.

In chapter 5 and 6, we employed the antireflection on the dispersive media. We choose
perforated gold film (PGF) as the dispersive medium and employed meta-surface antireflection
on the top of it. It is important to understand the detail properties of spp resonance of PGF
therefore we demonstrate the angle dependence of spoof surface plasmon on metallic hole arrays
in terahertz regime. By varying polar angle and azimuthal angle, we have observed frequency
shifting and splitting of resonance modes. The amplitude of extraordinary optical transmission
also shows angle dependence and exhibits mirror-image or translational symmetries.

7.1 Introduction
Extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) through subwavelength metallic hole-arrays (MHA)
has attracted tremendous interest since it was first reported by Ebbesen et al [40]. Such enhanced
transmission property is due to surface plasmon polariton (SPP) resonance which helps to
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concentrate light into subwavelength scale beyond the diffraction limit and leads to significantly
enhancement of electromagnetic field. These characteristic features have been utilized in many
applications including surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [53], bio- or chemical-sensors
[54], photonic circuits [41, 55] and photovoltaic devices [56], and quantum dot based infrared
detectors [131, 132]. The SPP resonance can be further enhanced by anti-reflection coating [58,
91] to minimize reflection loss of the incident wave. In the infrared and optical regime, free
electrons in metal behaves like a plasma with dielectric function described by Drude model,
which supports SPP as the collective oscillations of electrons bounded to the surface of metaldielectric interface [52]. At terahertz frequencies, although the metal behaves as a nearly perfect
conductor, the effective dielectric constant of MHA has a plasma form and therefore spoof SPP
can be achieved [133, 134]. Pendry [133] and Hibbins et al. [134] have shown that spoof plasma
has the same dispersion and therefore exhibits many similar exceptional properties in common
with the electron SPP, which in consequence leads to terahertz devices applications such as
filters, modulators and switches [135-138]. The resonance wavelength of SPPs

is determined

by the wave vector matching between incident light and reciprocal lattice of the MHA. Thus it is
sensitive to the direction of the incident light. It has been shown that
with both the polar angle

and azimuthal angle

[139] of

of electron SPP changes

vector of incident light. However,

such observation has not been well demonstrated for spoof SPP at terahertz frequencies except a
recent work that reports splitting of resonance peaks due to polar angle

[140]. In this work, we

show that the spoof SPP exhibits angle dependence that exactly matches with theoretical
predication. In addition, we show that amplitude of EOT also exhibits angle dependence. We
also demonstrate that both resonance frequency and peak value of transmissions exhibit mirror-
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image or translational symmetries with respect to azimuthal angle

for different SPP resonance

modes.

7.2 Physics of Spoof SPP Modes
Figure 7.1(a) shows the schematic layout of MHA structure which consists of a gold (Au) layer
perforated with a 2D array of circular holes forming a square lattice on the top of a fused silica
150

substrate, where

,

75

,

0.2

,

3.75 are the periodicity,

diameter of the hole, thickness of the gold layer and dielectric constant of the substrate,
respectively. Polar ( ) and azimuthal ( ) angles dependence SPP resonances are simulated by
the finite element method with periodic boundary condition using CST Microwave Studio [86].
Fabrication of MHA structure is done by e-beam deposition of 200 nm thick gold layer above 10
nm thick titanium adhesion layer followed by photolithography and chemical etching to create
the pattern shown in Figure 7.1(b). The transmission measurement is carried out by using a
terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system and

and

are controlled through two

motorized rotational stages.
The wave vector of SPP waves excited at the interface between MHA and dielectric substrate are
given by the following equation due to the conservation of momentum [57]:

sin cos

∥

where

and

2 /

∥

(7.1)

are the incident wave vector and its component in the plane of MHA structure,

and

2 /

directions ( for our case
modes along

sin sin

and

are the reciprocal lattice vectors of 2-D square lattice along x and y
2 / ),

and

are integers that denote the index of SPP

directions, respectively. For smooth metallic film, using the continuity of
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tangentiaal electric field
fi
at the metal-dielecctric interfaace, the SPP
P wave vector for norm
mally
incident light
l
can be derived as [141]
2

where

/

(7.2)

is the
t refractive index of the
t substratee. Equation 7.2 also appply to MHA
A as a

very goo
od approxim
mation becau
use the existtence of holle has negliigible effectt on the plasmon
dispersio
on [52, 57, 138]. Thus, the wavelen
ngth of inciident wave that excitess ( , ) modee SPP
resonance can be derrived as [57]

/

(7.3)

1 (a) Schemattic layout and
d (b) SEM im
mage of MHA which consissts of perforaated gold layeer on a
Figure 7.1
fused silicca substrate. (c) and (d): Configuration
C
ns of (c) transsverse electric (TE) wave and (d) transsverse
magnetic (TM) wave, where
w
θ and
d ϕ denote polar angle andd azimuthal anngle for inciddent wave vecctor k,
or TM) wavee, E (or H) fieeld is always in the xy-plaane, while H ( or E) field llies in
respectiveely. For TE (o
the plane of incidence (indicated by
y the light-blue dash-dot triiangle) with aan angle ϕ froom the x-axis.
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where,

is the resonance wavelength for normal incidence. It is obvious from the wavelength

relation Eq. 7.3 that there are multiple EOT peaks depending on the order of ( , . In the
following, we demonstrate through simulations and experiments that the dependence of
resonance wavelengths on

and

exactly follows theoretical prediction of Eq. 7. 3.

7.3 Discussion of Simulation and Experimental Results
We have simulated and measured the transmission spectra through MHA structure for both
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarized incident waves by varying the
polar angle

and azimuthal angle

field of the TE polarized wave,

of the wave vector . As shown in Figure 7.1(c), the electric
, is always in the xy-plane and is perpendicular to the plane of
and the surface normal ( z-axis) , thereby orienting

incidence that contains the wave vector
along the direction with an angle of
Figure 7.1(d), where the electric field,

/2 from x-axis. TM polarization is shown in
, lies in the plane of incidence and has the same

azimuthal angle

as the wave vector . The polar angle of

plane component

∥

an angle

has an amplitude of

∥

is given by /2 – , thus the in-

cos and is along the line (black dash line) with

from x-axis.
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Figure 7.2
2 a , b : Trransmission spectra
s
for normally
n
inci dent TE a aand TM b w
waves. c , d :
Real partt of E field of SPP waves at the first‐o
order c and
d the second‐‐order d resonances exccited
by incident TE wave. e , f : Real part of E fieeld of SPP waaves excited by incident TM wave. g ‐
orrespondingg SPP waves shown in c ‐ f .
h : Phase of E for co

For norm
mal incidencee (
the xy-pllane, and
Since

∥

0 and
d

0), bo
oth the electrric field

annd the magneetic field

is polarized
d along y-ax
xis and x-axxis for TE aand TM moode, respectiively.

0 for normal incidence, two-folder degeneerate SPP m
modes, (
and (

aare in

1,

0)
0 with

0,

1 ) with

, are excitedd for TE aand TM w
waves,
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290.5

respectively. The resonance wavelength,
frequency,
wavelength,

, and the corresponding

1.04THz, can be calculated by Eq. 7.3. Similarly, at the second-order resonance
/√2

205.4

(or frequency

modes ( 1, 1) are excited with

1.46 THz), four-fold degenerate

for both TE and TM waves. Figure 7.2(a)

and 7.2(b) show the transmission spectra for normal incident TE and TM waves, respectively.
Due to the symmetry of MHA lattice, the transmission spectra for TE and TM waves are exactly
the same. Two EOT peaks are observed at the frequencies exactly matching with
calculated above. For the first-order resonance, the electric field

and

of TE wave is along y-

direction and thereby induces resonant current oscillating along y-direction. This results in two
counter-propagating SPP waves along +y and –y directions for (0, 1) and 0, 1 resonance
modes, respectively. The interference of two SPP waves lead to a standing wave pattern as
shown in Figure 7.2(c), where

component of the SPP wave has alternating nodes (|

shown as green color) and anti-nodes (|

|

0

| reaches the maximum values shown as red or blue

color) along y-direction. The standing wave feature is confirmed by the constant phase along ydirection shown in Figure 7.2(g). Note the phase of

shifts by 180° across the positions of

nodes shown in Figure 7.2(c). Along x-direction, Figure 7.2(c) and 7.2(g) show straight wave
front parallel to x-axis, indicating a plane wave nature of SPP waves. At the second-order
resonance, the four-fold degenerate modes result in four SPP waves propagating along

or

directions. The interferences between them lead to a two-dimensional (2D) standing wave pattern
shown in Figure 7.2(d) and 7.2(h). Likewise, for TM wave, similar 2D standing wave pattern
(Figure 7.2(f) and 7.2(j)) for the second-order resonance, and 1D standing wave along x-direction
(Figure 7.2(e) and 7.2(i)) for the first-order resonance are observed.
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Figure 7.3
3 a Simulatted and b measured
m
traansmission s pectra for TE
E mode when
n θ increasess
from 0 to
o 20° and keeep ϕ 0. Th
he dotted and
d solid lines aare the analyytical resonan
nce frequenccies
for different SPP reso
onance modes as shown in
n the legend . The real paart c ‐ e and phase f ‐ h of
or SPP wavess.
E field fo

Figure 7..3(a) shows simulated
s
traansmission spectra
s
as

increases froom 0 to 20° and keeps

0

for TE wave.
w
Like the normaal incidence,, the y-polaarized electrric field exxcites a twoo-fold
degeneraate SPP reson
nance modess (0, 1) at wavelength
w
vector,

sin

. Due
D to the sin
s

exhibit a blue shift when
w
polar angle
a

/

/ ssin
tterm in

/

1/

, with wave

eequation, thhe (0, 1) m
modes

increeases as shoown in Figurre 7.3(a). Thhe wave vecttor of
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sin

the second-order SPP modes are given by
degenerate SPP modes ( 1, 1) for
and ( 1, 1) for
/

and

. The four-fold

0 split into two two-fold degenerate modes ( 1, 1)

0 with resonance wavelength

1/

sin /

1/

/

, respectively. As

1/

sin /

increases, the sin /

1/

,

term in

leads to a red shift for ( 1, 1) modes and a blue shift for ( 1, 1) modes,

and

respectively, which is confirmed by the simulations and measurements shown in Figure 7.3(a)
and 7.3(b). The wave vector of (0, 1) modes is depicted in Figure 7.3(c), and the wave
equation of SPP wave can be written as:
,

0,

Thus for

,

2

∥

0 the parallel wave vector

∥=

sin

cos

∥

(7.4)

creates a propagation wave

along +x-direction as depicted by the Figure 7.3(c). The phase of

∥

decreases when x increases

as shown in Figure 7.3(f), thereby proving that the wave propagates along +x-direction. The
cos

term shows that the amplitude of

with node at

1/2

/

forms a standing wave pattern along y-direction

1/2 /2 and anti-node at

/2, where

is an

integer. So the distance between adjacent nodes or adjacent anti-nodes are given by Δ
which exactly matches the distance between the adjacent

0 (green) or adjacent |

/2,
|

(blue or red) shown in Figure 7.3(c). Equation 7.4 also shows that the phase of SPP wave is
independent of , which is confirmed by the constant phase along y in Figure 7.3(f). Note that
the phase is shifted by

across the nodes of

because the cos

term changes to opposite

sign. The ( 1, 1) modes contain two waves, ( 1, 1) and ( 1, 1), with wave vector along
directions shown by red arrows in Figure 7.3(d). The interference of them results in a
propagating wave along –x-direction with standing wave pattern along y-direction as shown in
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Figure 7.3(d) and 7.3(g). Similarly, Figure 7.3(e) and (h) shows the wave pattern propagating
along +x-direction for ( 1, 1) mode. Measured transmission spectra in Figure 7.3(b) shows
good agreement with simulations, except for the broadening of resonance peaks. This is due to
the parabolic lens used in our THz-TDS system, which cause the incident terahertz beam
containing a certain range of

when it is focused onto the sample.

For TM mode, simulated and measured transmission spectra with increasing

0, the parallel wave vector

shown in Figure 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), respectively. For
sin breaks the symmetry of

∥

along x-direction, and thereby the degenerate ( 1,0) modes

split into ( 1,0) and ( 1,0) modes with wave vector
sin

0 are

at

sin

and

, respectively. The resonance wavelengths for ( 1,0) and ( 1,0) modes are

given by

/ 1/

sinθ/λ

/ 1/

sinθ/λ term in

and

gives rise to respective red and blue shift as shown in Figure 7.4(a)

and (b). Since the

field of incident TM wave is polarized along x, both branches propagate

and

sinθ/λ , respectively.

The

along x-axis as shown in Figure 7.4(c) and 7.4(d). The increasing (Figure 7.4(g)) and decreasing
(Figure 7.4(h)) phase along +x further confirms that ( 1,0) and ( 1,0) modes propagate along –
x-direction and +x-direction, respectively. Figure 7.4(e), 7.4(f) and 7.4(i), 7.4(g) show the real
part and the phase of Ez field for ( 1, 1) and ( 1, 1) modes, respectively, which exhibit
same behavior as the corresponding modes for TE wave. Measured transmission spectra in
Figure 7.4(b) show exactly same frequency shift as simulations in Figure 7.4(a). In addition, the
measurements also show the same trend of amplitude changes as
resonance.
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increases at the first-order

Figure 7.4
4 (a) Simulateed and (b) meeasured transm
mission spectrra for TM waave. The dotteed and solid liines
are the an
nalytical reson
nance frequen
ncies differentt resonance m
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. Acccording to Eq. (7.3), in the
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w
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between +x-axis and –y-axis as depicted in Figure 7.5(d). Likewise, all other first-order and
second-order modes form propagation SPP waves as shown in Figure 7.5(c) to 7.5(j).
Figure 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) show simulations and measurements of transmission spectra for TM
modes. Similar to the TE modes, all eight modes for the first-order and second-order resonances
are non-degenerate. The splitting and merging of the peaks are observed as

increases, exactly

following the theoretical predication shown in solid- or dash-lines. While the resonance
frequency splits and shifts as the polar angle and the azimuthal angle change, the amplitude of
transmission peaks at resonance frequencies also change. Figure 7.6(c) shows the amplitudes of
transmission peaks,

, that are taken from simulation data shown in Figure 7.6(a) at the
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calculated using Eq. 7.3 for

10 , 0
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values are symmetric about

90 or 270 as shown in Figure 7.6(c). In addition,

different SPP modes are also related by certain symmetries. For instance, ( 1,0) mode and
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7.4 Summary
We have investigated the shifting and splitting of spoof surface plasmon polariton resonance by
varying both the polar angle

and azimuthal angle

transmission amplitudes of SPP modes vary with

. Both the resonance frequency and the
and

, and exhibit mirror-image or

translational symmetries. We have found the degenerate modes form standing waves, while the
degeneracy can be fully broken by introducing a parallel wave vector

∥

under oblique

incidence. Our measurements and simulations of THz spoof SPP waves match very well with
theoretical predications. The angle dependence results provide important information for
designing THz plasmonic devices in sensor and detector applications.
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In conclusion, the multilayer model (Three Layer Model or TLM) of a multilayer metamaterial
structure has been developed in which the total reflection and transmission of the entire structure
are calculated from the reflection and transmission obtained from the individual layer. In this
model, we can obtain the amplitude and phase information of the reflection and transmission
from each of the layer so that we can manipulate them to get the required functionality in
optoelectronic devices. The TLM is applied to a metamaterial perfect absorber and the
Numerical simulation is performed to satisfy the amplitude and phase conditions required to get
zero reflection. The perfect absorption phenomenon is explained through Fabry-Perot cavity
bounded by a “resonator” mirror and metallic film, where the resonator exhibits a “quasi-open”
boundary condition and leads to the characteristic feature of subwavelength thickness. We have
also discussed the perfect absorber from the Impedance Matched Theory and Transmission Line
Theory and showed their matching with the TLM. We have modified the retrieval method (to
extract effective permittivity and permeability) to better fit with the multilayer structure by
introducing air on the both side of the resonator. We have developed the Meta film model by
considering the resonator as a homogeneous thin film characterized by the effective permittivity
and permeability giving rise to the same behavior as the original multilayer structure. One
important characteristic of the resonator is that its resonance is far from the resonance of the
absorber so that it behaves as a medium of high refractive index and very low loss. We have
shown numerically that the resonant wavelength of the reflection spectra is almost constant with
increase in angle of incidence from 0 degree to 80 degree. Hence, the ultra-thin thickness makes
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the absorber angular independent. We have also shown that the density of states is increased by
the absorber as compared to the resonator itself. We have investigated that the resonance peaks
of the absorber with increased spacer thickness arise from the combination of Fabry-perot cavity
modes and the surface plason resonance modes. All the different modes are assigned with
specific names describing the mode profiles. To demonstrate the application of the perfect
absorber, we have designed an absorber structure consisting of three layers: elliptical Metal Disk
Array (MDA), dielectric Spacer, and Metal Ground Plane (MGP). This structure is used as a
plasmonic sensor to detect the refractive index change of the chemical and biological samples.
When the refractive index of the liquid on its surface changes, the frequency and intensity of the
reflection spectra also changes. Therefore, this device is called Refractive Index Sensor. The
sensitivity (wavelength shift per refractive index change) and Figure of Merit (FOM) as an
indicator of performance of the device are enhanced significantly. To achieve the high
sensitivity, we have etched the dielectric spacer below the resonator where the electric field is
maximum. The liquid enters into the etched region of high electric field thereby maximizing the
shifting of the resonant wavelength.
We have also employed the Three Layer Model and Meta Film Model to the multi-layer
structure giving anti-reflection. Conventional antireflection coating consists of a dielectric on the
top of the substrate, whose thickness should be quarter wavelength and the refractive index
follow the condition

. Experimentally, it is difficult to deposit very large thickness of

the dielectric and the matching coating material may not be available, metamaterial antireflection coating is required. At first, we have deployed metamaterial anti-reflection (Metal
Disk Array) coating on the top of conventional coating material (BCB) with homogeneous
substrate to enhance the transmission. Then we have applied the conventional anti-reflection
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coating on the top of dispersive media (Metal Hole Array) to enhance the transmission. We have
proved numerically and experimentally that the metamaterial anti reflection can be applied not
only for homogeneous media but for dispersive media also. The impedance matching condition
is verified numerically by calculating the impedance of the resonator form retrieval method. In
order to enhance the SPP of MHA, a single-layer metasurface-based AR coating is shown to
operate at off-resonance wavelengths and to avoid the resonant coupling with the MHA layer.
The SPP resonance wavelengths are unaffected whereas the electric field of surface wave is
significantly increased (around 30%). With an improved retrieval method, the metasurface is
proved to exhibit a high effective permittivity (

~30) and extremely low loss (tan). A

classical thin-film AR coating mechanism is identified through analytical derivations and
numerical simulations. The properly designed effective permittivity and effective permeability of
the metasurface lead to required phase and amplitude conditions for the AR coating, thereby
paving the way for improved performance of optoelectronic device.
To understand the detailed properties of spp resonance of metal Hole Array (MHA), we have
investigated the shifting and splitting of spoof surface plasmon polariton resonance by varying
both the polar angle

and azimuthal angle

. The amplitude of extraordinary optical

transmission also shows angle dependence and exhibits mirror-image or translational
symmetries. We have found that the degenerate modes form standing waves, while the
degeneracy can be fully broken by introducing a parallel wave vector

∥

under oblique

incidence. Our measurements and simulations of THz spoof SPP waves match very well with
theoretical predications. The angle dependence results provide important information for
designing THz plasmonic devices in sensor and detector applications.
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For future work, we would like to use metasurface to get oblique incidence on Metal Hole Array
(MHA). Since, controlling the direction of EM wave is tedious, metasurface can do this job by
controlling the phase of the wave that passes through it. The metamaterial structures capable of
changing the phase of the incident beam constantly can be deposited on the dielectric medium
kept over the MHA. When the EM wave is incident on the metasurface, transmitted beam passes
obliquely into the dielectric medium and the wave is incident on the MHA structure with certain
angle θ. By designing the proper metasurface, angle of incidence can be controlled precisely.
Then we can investigate the shifting of the resonant peaks and the nature and direction of the
wave propagation depending on the incident direction of EM wave. The second work we would
like to do is the use of MHA resonant peaks in radar detection technique. As we discussed in
chapter 7, there are specific resonant peaks for particular polar and azimuthal angles of the
incident EM wave. Therefore, by analyzing the resonant peaks of the MHA obtained on
impinging the EM wave from unknown source, its direction (polar and azimuthal angles) can be
calculated. The third work we would like to do is the analysis of the resonant peaks of the
metamaterial perfect absorber consisting of the MHA as a resonator. When the spacer thickness
of the absorber increases, multiple peaks of the Fabry-perot resonance modes and Surface
Plasmon Resonance modes arise. To fully understand the mechanism of the absorber, it is
important to understand those peaks.
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